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The world is being flattened.
Gaza. Ukraine. Syria. Kasarani. West Africa. That
these atrocities are all happening at once is staggering.
It can be hard to feel the weight of these events,
distanced as we may be, via physical miles or dissonant
information, but the events in Ferguson, Missouri, while
quite different, pull those of us in the U.S. closer to the
struggles of people everywhere. Our fellow humans are
in distress. Under duress. Oppressed. Challenged. Dehumanized. Being slaughtered. Executed. If you can’t
feel that, take a step back and look again. We can’t simply pull the plug on global suffering, but we can all listen
to one another. Lend a hand. Stand together. We can all
stop propagating paint-by-numbers agendas, despite
the rationalizations offered by their distributors. Fight
back against the lies and fear. The bullets and bombs.
These horrors are by no means justifiable. Your fellow
humans are not your enemies — be wary of anyone trying to convince you otherwise.
Tensions are high. Hope is fleeting. Be safe, and
take care of one another.
We dedicate this issue to the people of Ferguson.
To Michael Brown and his family.
Josh Smith
&
Your pals at Bedlam Publishing
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A Man
With a
Hat

A
Alana I. Capria

man with a hat comes close to me,
waves until my snake-like hair wraps
around his wrist, and he says, I like the way
your skin smells, now give it to me. And the
man with a hat also has a badge, which he
waves around like a beauty queen (or king,
because this man doesn’t like to get his genders mixed up) and pokes my upper arms
until my skin bruises. Because we’ve all been
taught a badge equals the law, I work on
unfastening my skin as fast as I can but my
fingers keep slipping on the sloshing bile so
that I button one inch and slide down another five. My skin has trouble opening. I try
to rip that which should just come apart like
Velcro but my skin is fastened shut, clotted
up with crazy glue chunks. The man with the
badge puts his tongue in my ear and whispers, Stop taking your time and just give it
to me. I tear the skin and it rips into long
ropes in my hands. I fling the skin around
like paper streamers, tossing the homogenous coloring into the air while the man
with a hat gathers up the pieces that hit the
floor. What will you do with them, I ask but
the man with a hat doesn’t know. The man
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with a hat doesn’t care because he is a man
with a hat and a man with a hat doesn’t need
to worry about what to do. He just needs to
worry about polishing his badge and keeping spinach out of his teeth. He knots the
skin around his neck and soon he looks like
cystic lumps are protruding from his throat.
He is a walking tumor. I’d rather be a tumor
than a naked woman, but I’m not lucky like
that. I am all red flesh, cut up and mutilated,
and everything I touch gets coated in a slippery layer of blood. There is red on the walls
and red on the bed and red on the street
and red everywhere. Because, of course, the
walls and the bed open onto the street. Or
the street runs through the bedroom. Either
way, it is a hatted man’s jurisdiction as given
by the integrity and history of the law at old.
And the man with a hat and a badge puts his
tongue into my ear again, swirls it around,
and moves it away, sighing as the wet soaks
into my naked muscle. It is a cold night and
the cold is even colder because of my nakedness and I wish I could wrap a blanket
around my red parts but even as I reach for
the blanket, the man with a hat says, I want

that blanket. And he flashes his badge again,
smiles with a loaded gun pointed at my open
gut, and puts his tongue back into my ear. I
thrust the blanket at his chest and the hatted
man wraps the blanket around his shoulders, knotting it just beneath the jutting flesh
stripped from me. I shiver, and the hatted
man pats my skin. His hand goes through
my muscle, shredding ligaments and leaving a mess of knots and strings attached to
the underside of his nails. Sometimes, he
dips his hand too low and penetrates my interior parts. He pulls his fingers out, sucks
them clean, and pushes them in again. The
hatted man twists his hand around, grabs at
the skin, and finally snags a necklace off my
dresser. He does this so quickly, I can’t think
of the point in time where he shifted from
between inside my body to outside my body.
The necklace dangles from his hands. But
that was a gift from my mother, I say and the
hatted man puts the necklace in his mouth.
Now it’s mine, he says and pats his stomach.
The necklace makes a soft snaking sound in
his gut. What else do you have for me, the
hatted man says and his badge gleams in the

harsh synthetic lights and his mouth is too
wide and he keeps the gun trained on my
right breast, as if he might blow the nipple off
just by releasing a jagged breath. This might
all be easier if he just shot me through. And
I want to whisper, oh, I want to whisper, I
really do want to whisper even if the sounds
won’t come out, I want to whisper, Do you
want to take my uterus, too?

Alana I. Capria is the author of the novel Hooks
and Slaughterhouse (Montag Press). She has an
MFA in Creative Writing from Fairleigh Dickinson
University. Capria resides in Northern New Jersey
with her husband and rabbit. Her website is http://
alanaicapria.com.
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Something Must Break It
Meeah Williams
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The Man Who Floated

W

ith the last chattering keystrokes Ejlio
laid his hands down in front of his
typewriter. He looked at the last sentence
of his manuscript and read it over and over
for five minutes. “This is it” he said in his
mind. “I’m finished.” Finally he would go
to the publisher and they wouldn’t be able
to refuse him. He had a great plan. It was
at least great enough to get the publisher to
read what he had written. At this point he
didn’t care if they published his work, anyway. He rolled the last sheet of paper from
the typewriter and turned it upside-down,
adding it to the pile lying beside it. He finished the last gulp of his tea, the light alkali
powder sloshing back to the bottom of the
cup. He rose and put on his coat. After so

Away

many failed attempts at getting published he
didn’t have the will to put on his day clothes
before he left the house. It’s not as if putting on a suit and tie would make him more
publishable. Why should it? In all honesty,
he neglected his looks a little out of spite. It
was part of the bigger plan to appear before
the publisher exactly how Ejlio thought he
was seen in the publisher’s mind. Walking in
to the office disheveled and unkempt would
only confirm to the man behind the desk
that he was right in thinking he was wasting his time all along with this nutcase. He
put on a long coat over his undershirt and
light pants. As he descended the six flights
from his apartment to the street his slippers
scraped against the stairs and sounded like

Dylan Przygocki

the shuffling of paper reminding him of the
publishing house and filling him with anticipation. The doorman looked at him in
surprise when he jumped from the staircase
skipping the last few steps. “We’ll see you later Mr. Ortega,” The doorman said as he held
the door open for him to walk through. “I
doubt it!” Ejlio replied, as he burst through
the doorway into the cool morning air. Ejlio
made the walk to the bus stop at the end of
the block, his attaché case bumping against
his knee as he walked.
His slippers were so thin that he could
feel with his feet every pebble and piece of
chewing gum stuck to the sidewalk. Ejlio
waited amongst a small crowd on the corner.
To any outside observer he wouldn’t have
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stood out, but Ejlio noticed he was being
leered at. The offender was a woman known
in his neighborhood for having too many
cats and never leaving the house without her
curlers in. Ejlio had even written her into his
book, noting the irony of never leaving the
house without curlers. He imagined that she
wanted to look good for the cats but didn’t
care much about anyone else.
Ejlio was soon caught in the woman’s
gaze, staring back at her unknowingly. It
could have been that his mental image of her
was so photorealistic that for a moment, he
didn’t know the difference between imagining her and staring her in the face at the bus
stop. She was, in fact, not dressed any better,
choosing to wear her bathrobe over her pajamas instead of a long coat. Ejlio soon realized that their similarity in attire could be the
reason he caught her attention this morning
and not any other. Perhaps the look the rather large and lightly mustachioed woman was
giving him was one of toothless allure. Then
was the first time that Ejlio noticed she had
very few teeth. He considered turning back
immediately and sitting down at his type-

writer to edit the description of her character, but changed his mind on the premise
that if he were to postpone his trip to the
publishing house he very well may chicken
out entirely.
The bus arrived after fifteen uncomfortable minutes of waiting and Ejlio snapped
back from his trance. During the ride, Ejlio
could feel someone’s gaze on his back. He
thought it was the same woman from the
bus stop staring at him again. He found himself trying to remember what he had named
her character so that he could refer to her in
his head. He had no idea of her real name.
He tried to catch a glimpse of her in the bus’
rearview mirror which stretched most of the
way across the top of the windshield, but the
vibration from the pitted road made everything behind him meld into a doughy mass
of color. Half an hour, ten stops and scores
of passengers on and off the bus bumping
him and squishing him against the wall to
share the uncomfortable plastic bench seat,
he finally made it to the square.
Ejlio got off the bus and crossed the
street. He looked up at the sky once more and

was immediately consumed with fear. As he
neared the publishing house, his plans were
moving closer and closer into reality. He was
having second thoughts. After the Jell-O in
his knees congealed, he went to a café and
bought a coffee and a Danish. His hands
shook as he passed the money over to the
clerk. He decided he should eat at the square
and consider his plan again before making
his way to the publishing house. Once he
passed through the publishing house doors,
he had better have his mind made up about
what he was going to do. There was no margin for error. He went to the square and
found a vacant bench. After about a minute
of eating, a white stick tapped his foot. He
looked up.
“Oh sorry, I didn’t realize someone was
sitting here.” A man stood before him with
dark glasses and bright teeth. He was holding a cane and half a loaf of bread wrapped
in a sheet of newsprint. “I always sit at this
bench to feed the pigeons. Do you mind if I
join you?” the man asked.
“No problem, I was just about to leave
anyway.” This, of course, was untrue. Ejlio
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had still not decided what to do when he got
to the publishing house. It had been his idea
that since the publisher rejected his work so
many times, he would take his final attempt
at his novel, lay it on the publisher’s desk and
sit back down before him. Then before the
publisher said a word he would reach into
his attaché and pull out the revolver he had
bought the week before, put it to the side of
his head and pull the trigger. If Ejlio could
not in his own lifetime become a published
writer, he felt as though he may as well add
some infamy to his biography, should his biography even ever be written. Maybe this act
would be what would lead him to fame in
the first place? Either way, two things were
holding him back. Firstly, despite his frustration at his publisher’s denial, he didn’t really want to put a hole in the wall and leave a
bloody mess for the janitor to clean up. The
second reason he was vacillating on his plan
was that he didn’t want to appear stupid.
He bought the 45mm snub nose revolver from a pawn shop about a week ago
and with it, a box of bullets. He had loaded
up six rounds in the cylinder without the re-

alization that he would only need one. He
didn’t want the last moment before his body
was shipped off to the morgue to be some
dimwitted police officer remarking on how
it was good that he had all six bullets in case
he missed his mark. Either way, here he was
sitting on a park bench with a blind man and
an ever growing flock of pigeons amongst
the crumbs of stale bread accumulating at
their feet.
After a moment the blind man spoke.
“Here’s a story, tell me if you’ve heard this
one: A failed writer finishes his final manuscript; he leaves the house without getting
properly dressed because he is so frustrated
with his publishing agent that he doesn’t really want to pay him the respect of coming
in fully dressed when all he will do is reject
his manuscript anyway. He has a backup
plan, too. He decides to go into his publisher’s office and as final payback for all the
times his publisher refused him, he’s going
to commit suicide right there in the office.
But when the writer stops to think about it,
he really doesn’t want to make a mess in his
publisher’s office and he doesn’t want any-

one to think he’s foolish for putting six bullets in his gun when he only needed one in
the first place…” Without finishing his story, the blind man rose from the bench and
looked up at the sky. “I have an appointment
I need to get to,” he said with a tone of finality and he walked away, gently dispersing the
pigeons with his cane as he left.
Ejlio called after him, “but what’s the
punch line?”
“I thought you had already heard this
one,” the blind man said without turning
around before he floated up into the sky.
Dylan Przygocki is from Milwaukee, WI but since
he grew up in Wyoming, he likes to consider himself a Laramie native.
He has been playing classical music since age 2
and has a deep love of all artistic representations
of the human condition. An actor, composer and
multimedia artist, Dylan has been performing
since a very young age. He hopes to eventually finish his science fiction trilogy and continue playing
piano, organ and guitar.
How is a radio like a wristwatch?
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Frontal gockiLobe
Dylan Przy
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One Year Later

ne year later
Self acceptance came
shaving kneeling on tiled floor
and finally looking.
For a year after being hit by a car
I would glance at my leg and be fine
but to really gaze and see the damage would be too much.
It took an entire year
for the scab to heal over and stop
bleeding.
When you’re uninsured and you get hit by a car
going 45 mph they don’t tell you much
They don’t keep you overnight. They
stitch you up and send you home.
No one can tell you anything about your misshapen leg, swollen
in parts that fill with fluid.
One year after the hit
On the day when my chief complaint whilst bleeding on the asphalt
was that I didn’t know where my cell phone was
I can finally look at my leg.
It’s mountains and valleys now, swollen areas covered in
scars.
I run the razor up and down the grooves and breathe,
reacquaint myself, say hi.

Nancy Moran

Aural Examination

This body has felt like a stranger since last year.
My leg is a mountain that will never go away
due to relative cause statutes and
texting while driving.
“She just jumped out in front of me!”
I heard her say as the EMT told me I
wasn’t allowed to stand up.
There was only pain in my pinky finger, because
that’s where I landed after
smashing into the windshield.
It’s funny how I claimed victory for months with the lizard
shaped scar on my arm.
‘I ruined her windshield.’
And sure, maybe she’s haunted. I would be.
But her body’s not this stranger that keeps
popping up with nerve pain and more
swelling.
I reacquaint myself. I say hi.
I lost everything that summer, but I realize
my leg never left.
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Cinnamon
Tea
Nancy Moran

I think I know what makes a first love
not the season when I fell in love with you
against all good advice, ranI’d always take you back, despite everyone telling me a
million reasons why not.
Darling there won’t ever be good sense to me when it comes to you.
I’d still lay in bed next to you and kiss the constellations on your skin,
still drink your curls through my fingertips, still spend sundays like
us.
Nancy is a carcharodon carcharias regrettably stuck on land, though at night
she dreams of joining her pals in the deep blue sea. During the day time, she
gives you a call about your cell phone bill. Otherwise, she likes to write.

Aural Examination

Click to listen to Nancy’
s poems
as read by Sarah Sahim,
with music by Dash Flanagan

Sarah Sahim is currently in the process of world
domination. You may legally stalk her here.
Dash Flanagan is a multimedia artist who lives in
Seattle. He recently completed the soundtrack for the
short film “Shirt Terminators,” and his latest album
is a free collection of ringtones, available at
dashflanagan.bandcamp.com.
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University

Marsha Roberts

F

iona Ann Longworth waved goodbye
to her family from her dormitory window. She watched the car drive out of the
university’s Lot B and into the grove of cool
redwoods. That smile was still on her face,
she realized. They were gone now, she could
ditch it. If they had bothered to look closely,
they would have noticed that it was wider
than her real smile. If they gave a damn, they
would have seen that her whole face was arti-

The

ficial, made just for them. Well, never mind.
They were gone and to hell with them.
She turned to her new living room and
felt a small wave of pleasure. She had to admit it was quite elegant. She would have preferred a more modern, eclectic décor — a
crisp, ecru linen sofa, perhaps, instead of the
soft green chenille; an antique Asian coffee
table from one of her travels to replace the
rather sterile, all-glass piece that seemed to

float in the middle of the room; and certainly a splattering of naïve art on the walls to
liven things up. No matter. She could redecorate when she had the time.
She sat on the green sofa and finally allowed the tears to come. She concentrated on
the ache behind her eyes, releasing it, telling
it to let go, everything would be okay. She
waited, but the tears didn’t oblige. Self-pity,
she reminded herself, was a waste of time.
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Self-indulgence was for the weak. She hadn’t
become who she was by being a sniveling
fool and she wasn’t about to start now. How
many times had she been forced to begin a
new life? This was just one more.
For the first time, she noticed how quiet it was. The silence was like a human presence — a sullen roommate. She was used
to the dull drone of the city, the occasional
poke of a horn, the surprise of a car alarm
that jumped up behind her all of a sudden.
They made sure she was never alone. She
would miss their constant presence. Maybe
coming here had been a mistake.
She put her iPhone into the dock and
clicked on a playlist with her hard rock favorites. Nothing like Jagger to get the juices
going and prep you for your next act.
Just then there was a knock at the door.
She opened it to see a sunny blonde with
an open notebook and a fresh-off-the-farm
face. “I’m Jenny, your dorm advisor. You’re
Ms. Longworth, right?”
Fiona nodded.
“It’s nice to meet you. Is everything
okay in your apartment?”

Everything is just peachy, honey. Except
it’s not my bloody apartment. My apartment
is in San Francisco. I’m only here because I refuse to go to “The Redwoods,” or “The Sequoias” or anywhere else named after old trees.
“Yes, it’s fine, thank you. It’s nice to meet
you, Jenny.”
“It says here on your registration that
you’re eighty-one,” she studied Fiona’s face.
“That’s a typo, right?”
“Eighty-one, it is!” Fiona said.
“Wow! You look great for your age. I
would have guessed you were in your sixties,
max. I guess you’ll be skipping the restorative classes.”
“Thank you, you’re very kind. When I
was young like you I always guessed people’s
ages low, too. It’s the kind thing to do.”
“I wasn’t just being kind, and I’m ninety-three,” Jenny said.
Fiona flat-out gaped at her. “What! No
way!” She stepped closer and examined Jenny’s ripe cheeks and pudgy, unworn hands.
“That’s amazing!”
Jenny blushed. Fiona couldn’t remember the last time she herself had blushed. “It’s

true what they say about this place,” Jenny
said. “I’ve been here for three years, working
my way through as a dorm counselor.”
Fiona was still staring at her, fighting
her impulse to call her a liar.
Jenny turned to leave, then stopped
herself. “Oh, I almost forgot to remind you.
The welcome party is in the auditorium foyer in an hour. Don’t miss it!”
“I wouldn’t miss it for the world.” Fiona’s sarcasm floated right by the dorm advisor and evaporated behind the closed door.
For a few minutes Fiona played with
the idea of actually skipping the party. What
could be more depressing than a room full
of old people? These were supposed to be
different, of course, but how different could
they be, really? Then she remembered Jenny.
Fiona’s little voice, annoyingly dependable,
broke in. You decided to come here, so give it
a decent shot.
The six leather suitcases were neatly
lined up along her bedroom wall. On the
other side of the room was an expanse of
floor-to-ceiling windows with a sliding pane
that led to a private deck, with a straight-on
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view of Mount Tam keeping watch over the
valley. A blue jay and a yellow-billed magpie
were conversing on the deck rail, commenting on the new resident. The blue jay was
her father, Fiona knew. He had appeared on
the oak branch outside her kitchen window
on the day after he died to console her. Ever
since, no matter where she was, he had flown
to visit her at just the right time to give her
advice, solace… whatever she needed.
Today he was telling his yellow-billed
buddy about her, saying that she was special and that they needed to keep an eye on
her. When the magpie flew off, he cocked his
head at Fiona and in the sweet, clear tone
that was distinctively his, told her she had
come to the right place.
She turned back to the suitcases and
opened each in turn, looking for her new silk
dress. It was in the last suitcase, of course.
She spent the next hour getting ready, starting with a brisk, cold shower.
When she had put the finishing touches
on her makeup, she stood inches in front of
the dressing room mirror. She wasn’t focused
on her dress, but on her eyes — wondering

how much the strangers she was about to
meet would see there. They wouldn’t guess
her profession… of that she was fairly certain. Or the places it had taken her. Or the
toll it had extracted. They would see the surface. They might find her attractive – even
beautiful. She was often told that she was
beautiful, even now. She was also told that
she looked kind and caring, which certainly
wasn’t the case, as far as she was concerned.
And she was told that she looked intelligent.
Strange, that last one. How could they tell?
She could never recognize it in other people just by looking at them — couldn’t tell
if someone was a few slices short of a full
loaf or an astrophysicist. Unless they smiled
a lot. If they smiled a lot, she had found, you
could bet there was nothing but fresh air between the ears.
Her last boyfriend had said it was her
electric eyes that gave her away. He said
those eyes could only be lit by intelligence
from within, a powerful force. On the other
hand, he also said that she was self-centered,
so what did he know? Besides, he smiled a
lot.

She stepped back from the mirror and
swept a look at the dress. Pretty damn good,
she thought. Still size four. Not the bony,
pink-chalk-faced size fours you saw in the
fur departments, but the honest flesh and
blood kind, the kind that ran a few miles a
week and ate a steak every now and then.
She tugged at the neckline that flirted with
the top of her cleavage to reveal just a hint
more. Then she grabbed her clutch, raised it
up and played it as an air guitar all the way
down the hall.
She headed to the party, joining a scattering of singles, couples and small groups
making their way through campus to Muir
Auditorium. The entrance to the building
was through a tree-covered portico. A soft
fir scent accompanied her down the path to
the grand entrance. When she got there, she
stopped short, taking it all in.
The party was buzzing. She guessed
there were already more than three hundred
people there: about a quarter of the university’s population. A broad range of ages
seemed to be represented, though based on
her recent experience with Jenny, she knew
15

Apple Maggot Study 1

Hanna Coy
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better than to draw conclusions.
The foyer was a massive, glorious
room — larger than the auditorium itself, it
turned out. Clear glass columns, like magnificent stalagmites, stood at each corner of
the central chamber, defining its boundaries. The walls, too, were transparent, making the room seem part of the surrounding
forest, which was lit by warm, amber beams.
Four multi-tiered light sculptures, like giant illuminated mobiles, hung from the…
hung from… what? Fiona squinted as she
surveyed the ceiling. What were they hung
from? There didn’t appear to be an actual
ceiling, now that she looked closely. It was
definitely warmer inside than out, so obviously the room was protected from the elements on all sides. And the lights had to be
hanging from something, but from where, or
from what?
She felt a brush on her arm. A server
jostled her as he angled through the crowd
with his tray. “So sorry!” he apologized.
“Would you like an appetizer?”
She squinted to get a better look at what
was on the platter, but it didn’t resemble any-

thing she had ever seen. What looked like
individual servings of mini, bonsai-sized
oak trees were lanced with toothpicks. She
declined the server’s offer, but kept an eye
on the tray as it made its way to another
partier nearby. The young man, who wore a
huge plug earring, grabbed one of the sprigs,
dipped it a green sauce and gnawed away.
Another server was carrying a platter of orange, feather-like slivers. A woman
picked one up, slid it through her teeth like
an artichoke leaf, then deposited the spine
back on the plate. Finally, a tray passed by
with something Fiona did recognize: her favorite nigiri sushi. She plucked a slice from
the platter and turned her attention back to
the ceiling, trying to figure it out.
“May I help you find your name tag?” A
baritone voice coated with a sweet, Southern
drawl interrupted her thoughts. She turned
toward its owner, who didn’t match his
round, full voice at all. He was reed thin and
probably a foot taller than she. He sported
a crop of dandelion-colored hair and a delighted grin. In his forties, she found herself
automatically calculating, before realizing

what she was doing.
She introduced herself and he reached
out both hands to shake hers. “Anthony,” he
said. “Anthony Baines. Everyone calls me
Ant.” Fiona squashed a chuckle at the obvious contradiction of this name and the lanky
spike of a guy who stood in front of her.
He was searching through the neatly arrayed
badges. “Here you go!” he said, handing
hers over. “I must say, I would have guessed
at least sophomore or junior. You look too
young to be a frosh.” She was about to roll
her eyes, then saw that he meant it.
“Thanks,” she said. “Hey, I have to ask.
What is the ceiling on this place?”
“Ah, yes.” He looked up at it proudly.
“That was designed by the fifth year Atmospheric Architecture students awhile ago.
Pretty cool, huh?”
“But what is it? A kind of glass?”
“Nope… gaseous compound of some
sort. That’s all I can tell you. I’m a Biowave
Therapy major, so what do I know?”
A couple of people had now stepped up
to the table, looking for their badges.
“Sorry, I’d better get back to my duties,
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here,” Ant said. “But you should go talk to
that guy over there,” he pointed, “…the one
with the gray beret, red bow tie. That’s Jasper. He’s a freshman, same as you.”
“Well, if you’re busy, then I guess I will.”
Fiona felt her head tilt to the side slightly and
saw her hand brush away her bangs. Really,
Fiona! She said to herself. Be serious! That
boy’s probably half your age. But maybe not,
she grinned. In any case, she needn’t be such
a tight ass, she told herself. Just go with the
flow. You never know what’s in store, especially here. A naughty smile snuck over her
face at the thought.
A server carrying drinks was pivoting
in front of her. “Cocktail?” he asked.
“Oh, sure. What are they?”
“Freshman, huh? Well, wait ‘til you try
these, honey!” He pointed to the cluster of
glasses with green liquid on the left, his hips
tilting in the same direction. “These… are
Ginkos. They’ll wake you up all over, if you
know what I mean.” He winked and shifted to the other side. “And these yellows are
Prozos. Feeling just a teensy bit anxious in
this room full of people? These’ll smooth the

way!”
“I’ll take a Ginko.”
“That’s what I figured. I had you for a
Ginko when you first walked in.” He grinned
and handed her one. “Enjoy! And don’t forget, there’s more where that came from!” He
swung around to approach his next guest.
She took a sip. Whoa! Not at all like the
Ginko tea she was used to. She rolled the liquid around her tongue and tried to identify
the taste. It wasn’t bitter, as she had expected, but it wasn’t sweet, either — just the right
balance. One thing was for sure; it was the
best cocktail she had ever had. It wasn’t only
the flavor that was exquisite. It was the texture, too. Even though the drink was light
and transparent, it felt like rich honey on
the tongue. She took another sip, longer this
time.
Jasper with the beret and red bow tie
was a few feet away, chatting with a Mona
Lisa type. Fiona wove over to them through
the crowd. The two were sipping their green
cocktails so she took the opportunity to
break in.
“Hi, I’m Fiona,” she said, jutting her

arm out to Jasper. “Ant, over there at the entry desk told me I should meet you. Looks
like we’re both new here.”
Jasper’s lake-blue eyes twinkled under
his eyebrows. “Nice to make your acquaintance, Fiona,” he said with a British clip as he
bowed slightly.
“This,” Jasper nodded toward the darkhaired woman, “is Rosalind. She, too, is in
our freshman class.”
Rosalind turned to Fiona. Fiona could
see the woman’s jade eyes narrow.
“Down, girl,” Fiona thought. Then she
felt the familiar inner jolt — the unsettling
vibration that she had described to some as
almost seismic. She knew what would happen next. The impending dive. The oculing.
There was nothing she could do to stop it. In
the early days, she had tried to shake it off,
to literally shudder her whole body so that
the sensation would disengage, be thrown
afloat. She had tried screaming to drown it
out, scare it away, but nothing worked. She
knew that now; it was best not to resist. Best
to let it pick her up and take her where it
wanted her to go.
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left, Fiona was back in her own skin, shaken
by what she had seen.
“Rosalind, I’m so sorry.” Fiona’s own
eyes were moist as she said this.
Startled, Rosalind broke her gaze and
took a long swig of her drink. Jasper was
looking back and forth between the two as
if trying to decipher some bizarre, unspoken
conversation that he had missed.
“I’m really sorry,” Fiona repeated.
Rosalind drew herself up and gave Fiona a smile; a smile so stretched and sparkling that it was anything but a smile. “I don’t
know what you mean.”
“Uh, sorry, but I don’t know what you
either.” Jasper insertLike a magnet, the verdant shades of Rosa- mean,
ed himself into the awkward
lind’s eyes drew Fiona in, pulling her through space between the women.
“My apologies,” Fiona
the gelatinous surface of the corneas, plungto Rosalind. “Someing her into the irises. Prisms of white light said
times it’s hard for me not to
illuminated her path. She swam through the react. I had no right to comrivulets of color that turned from emerald, to ment without your permisForgive me.”
auburn, to dark copper; finally arriving deep sion.“Of
course,” Rosalind
in the core.
said, the words slipping

Like a magnet, the verdant shades of
Rosalind’s eyes drew Fiona in, pulling her
through the gelatinous surface of the corneas, plunging her into the irises. Prisms of
white light illuminated her path. She swam
through the rivulets of color that turned
from emerald, to auburn, to dark copper; finally arriving deep in the core. Not the pupil, but way past that point, to the center of
being that had not yet been captured by any
scientific instrument. She floated there, absorbing it, letting it wash through her. Her
hands went cold and a strange force pulled
at the muscle of her heart.
And then, just as suddenly as she had

through her tight lips. “I’m going to get another drink. I’ll catch you later, Jasper,” she
said, then took off without acknowledging
Fiona.
“What in bloody hell was that about?”
Jasper did a double-take as he watched Rosalind leave.
“A long story, I’m afraid. Have you ever
heard of oculing?”
“Uh, no, can’t say that I have.”
Fiona polished off her drink. “It is the
ability to enter the soul of another through
their eyes; not in the sense of occupying it,
but in the sense of knowing it — and in particular, of understanding its fissures.”
“Its fissures?”
“Yes, the place — or places — where it
has been ruptured.”
“So it is like being a psychic?”
“Very different, actually. I can’t predict
the future. But I can see traumas that were
so deep that they changed the nature of the
person. That was the case with Rosalind.”
“What was her trauma?”
“I can’t tell you. I really should not have
mentioned anything in front of you. That
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was wrong of me.”
“What about me? Can you see my fissures?” He said it like it wouldn’t bother him
if she could.
Fiona threw her head back and gave
a laugh so deep it seemed to come from a
cavern beneath her. “You, Jasper, are a very
lucky man. From what I can see your soul is
like a shiny Macintosh apple — not a dent
in it! Now, how about another Ginko?” she
suggested. There was nothing sexier than a
man with a British accent; she knew from
experience.
They clinked glasses. “To our freshman
class!” she said.
“So, what kind of work did you do before coming here?” he asked.
She considered whether she should tell
him the truth. Would he hide a smirk, like
most of them did, pretend to be impressed,
and then change the subject as quickly as a
pair of dirty undies? Would she have to follow up with, “No, really, I was,” then have to
go into detail about her various experiences,
throwing in names and events that he might
recognize, until finally he had no choice but

to believe her? She examined his eyes and
decided to tell him. It would be a test. If he
believed her, then, who knows, maybe he
had possibilities. So far, she thought he was
sort of cute in a ruddy kind of way.
“I was a CIA spy, assigned under cover
in South America.”
He blinked twice, his eyes growing larger each time.
“What? Really?”
“Yes, really.” She held her breath, waiting for it.
“Wow! You must have had some great
experiences!”
Slowly, she let the air slip through her
lips and felt her shoulders loosen. “I did. I
certainly did. And what about you?”
“I’m a British transplant, as you can tell.
I was a stage actor for years, mostly character roles.”
“So you must have some stories, too, I’m
sure!” She was liking him more and more.
“Yes, but right now I want to hear about
yours. It must have been incredibly dangerous!”
Over a couple more Ginkos, she told

him about a few of her most memorable exploits, including the time she had become
the girlfriend of one of the dictators and fed
information about him that led to his overthrow. And, immediately following that, the
time she slipped out of the country just before his buddies got to her apartment to kill
her.
Jasper’s eyes popped out further and
further. “Oh my God, no one would guess it
by looking at you. That is truly incredible!”
She took a long gulp of her drink. “I
still dream that I didn’t make it, that I didn’t
escape, that they take me into the jungle in
a truck and bury me alive. I wake up choking for breath.” She noticed that her hand
was shaking. She had never told anyone else
this much at first. What had gotten into her?
This was supposed to be a fun party and
here she was telling this stranger about her
nightmares. But he didn’t seem put off in the
least. A look of such kindness came over his
face; it held her and soothed her.
“Now it’s your turn,” she insisted.
He told her about the roles he had
played; Falstaff, George in Virginia Woolf,
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and Sergeant Trotter in the Mousetrap,
among others. He had performed at St. Martin’s, Drury Lane, Queen’s Theater. When he
retired from the theater, he had moved to
Marin to be near his grandchildren.
He paused and looked around the
room. “I say, it looks like people are starting
to leave. Shall I walk you back to your apartment?”
As they wound their way through the
wooded walkway back to Fiona’s building, the wind picked up and he put his arm
around her shoulder. His fingers played with
the strap of her dress and then ventured under it. A delicious current ran through her,
as if he had flipped a switch. Not tonight, she
warned herself. Play it slow. The night was
foggy and damp and she had forgotten her
shawl. But she didn’t need it; it might well
have been a balmy evening in Bogota, she
thought giddily.
Soon they were at the entrance to her
building. He followed her into the empty lounge area. She turned to face him and
reached for his hands. They clasped hers,
cradling them like a warm glove.

“Tonight was great!” she said. “Thanks
for walking me back.” Her little voice was
getting louder, insisting on getting her attention. Go to hell, she told it, I’m going to do it.
She pulled him to her and gave him a long,
slow kiss.
He kissed her back — longer and deeper, then started to lead her to the elevator.
“No, I’m going to call it a night,” she
said. “No need to rush into anything; we
have lots of time.”
“Awww, come on, give a chap a break,”
his face formed into an exaggerated pout.
She laughed her dirty sailor laugh,
“You sound like a twenty-year-old!” Then
she kissed him again.
After he was gone, she headed for the
elevator, then changed her mind and bounded up the seven flights to her apartment.
Rosalind was sitting on the floor in front
of her door. “I thought I’d see both of you up
here,” she said, her words running into one
another. “What’s the matter, couldn’t you
talk him into it, or are you just coming back
from his place?” Her lips were spread in a
wide grin, but the rest of her face wasn’t co-

operating, giving her a macabre look.
“I don’t know what you’re talking about.
What are you doing here, anyway?”
“Tell me what happens to me.”
“What?”
“You know damn well what. You saw
my past, now tell me my future.”
“I can’t tell the future.”
“Bullshit.”
“Really, I don’t know the future, only
the past — and only certain parts of the past,
and only for certain people, for that matter.”
Rosalind jumped up and stuck her face
into Fiona’s. “That’s bullshit. You don’t just
waltz in, tell everybody what a shitty life I’ve
had and then pull the guy right out from under me. It doesn’t work that way.” Her eyes
had an odd glaze, Fiona noticed, and they
seemed to be out of focus.
“Ladies, ladies, what’s going on here?”
It was Jenny, all chipper in her pink fleece
sweatshirt. Too frigging cheerful for her own
good, Fiona thought.
“I think Rosalind here has had a few
too many,” Fiona said.
“Bitch,” Fiona heard Rosalind spit out
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under her breath.
“It’s late,” Jenny said. She turned to Rosalind. “Ms. Spencer, I can walk you down to
your place, if you like.”
“No thanks, I can find it.” Rosalind shot
a look at Fiona that said it’s not over, then
walked unsteadily to the elevator and jabbed
the “down” button.
The next morning, Fiona woke to the
phone ringing beside her bed. She squinted
at her watch – just after seven frigging o’clock.
She let it go to the answering machine.
“Hey, Mom, it’s me. Just checking to
see how your first night went. I guess you’re
already up and about. Have a good one – I
love you! Don’t forget to take your pills!” As
her daughter spoke, Fiona made fake happy
faces, imitating her. At the end of the message she stuck out her tongue at the phone,
then sunk back onto her pillow. There was a
knock at the door. Now what? Who in hell
was bugging her at this hour? Well, whoever it was could just go away. She rolled over
and pulled the comforter over her head. The
knocking continued.
“Ms. Longworth! Ms. Longworth!”

the chirpy voice skipped through the door,
down the hall and crept under the comforter
right into her ear.
Shit! That ditzy blonde. Go away.
“Ms. Longworth! Ms. Longworth!”
Goddammit! Fiona threw the comforter off, grabbed her bathrobe and marched
to the door. “What do you want?” she yelled
out.
“It’s me, Jenny! Just wanted to make sure
you’re up and getting ready. Orientation’s in
the auditorium in forty-five minutes!”
Shit! Orientation. She had forgotten.
“Yes, yes, I’m getting ready. I’ll be there.”
She scowled at the door.
Dammit! She had wanted to look her
best on the first day – make a good impression. She never knew whom she might meet.
Now she’d have to rush just to get there in
time.
She skipped a shower and only spent
a few minutes on her hair, barely making it
to the auditorium before the session began.
The staff was just cleaning up the breakfast
buffet in the foyer. Maybe she could grab a
bagel on her way in, she thought, but there

were no bagels to be had, only an assortment
of weirdly shaped fruit. She selected something that looked like a pear but had a banana-type skin, then headed for a seat in the
back of the auditorium. She started peeling
the fruit and saw that the inside was a deep
blue color. She took a test bite. Blueberries!
It tasted just like blueberries, only more potent, yet it had the consistency of a banana.
Quite exquisite, she thought, polishing it off
quickly. Just as she was trying to figure out
how to dispose of the peel, a woman slid into
the seat beside her. Fiona leaned under her
own seat, and flung the peel as far back as
she could.
The woman threw her satchel on the
floor, right on Fiona’s foot. “Oh, I’m so sorry,” she said, moving it quickly. “I’m Rosalind,” she extended her hand toward Fiona.
While she shook her hand, Fiona studied the woman’s long, dark hair and round,
even features. She reminded her of someone
she had known years ago. She had been a
friend, it seemed, but not really a friend —
more of a nemesis. She couldn’t quite place
her, but the memory was not a pleasant one.
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She nodded at the woman. “I’m Fiona,” she
said. The speaker was just approaching the
podium, giving her an excuse to turn her attention to the stage.
“Welcome, freshmen,” the speaker began. “I am Doctor Marissa Solomon, Director of Neuroscience here at the University.
Beginning today — well, actually, beginning
last night, you started on a course that will
change your lives dramatically. Four years
from now you will leave here for careers in
government, industry, academia and the
arts…” Doctor Solomon paused for effect,
then continued, “for the second time.”
“But let’s talk about the year that lies
ahead. During the next twelve months, you
will concentrate on a series of preparatory
classes and activities. At the end of the year,
you will choose the subject area for your advanced major.
“I, myself, graduated from here seven
years ago,” Doctor Solomon said. “You are
very lucky to be participating in this breakthrough program — the first of its kind in
the United States.”
Following Dr. Solomon’s introduction,

the various Directors of Nutri-biophysics,
Psycho-socio Therapeutics and Quantum
Intellect spoke about their respective curricula for the class. Dr. Solomon then returned
to the podium and closed the session by
wishing the group well and inviting them to
join her for refreshments in the foyer.
Fiona stood quickly and tried to squeeze
in front of Rosalind, but Rosalind was already on her feet; Fiona was forced to follow her out into the aisle. Get away from her
— she’s trouble, Fiona’s little voice was telling
her. She pushed past Rosalind and made a
beeline out of the auditorium, blending in
with the tide of her new classmates spilling
into the reception area. She realized that
she had been in such a hurry on her way in
that she hadn’t paid attention to the glorious
structure of the foyer. It was like a geometric, glass cathedral, she thought, floating in
the forest around it. She headed for the opposite side, as far from her seatmate as possible, and stood near the glass wall, taking
it all in. Servers were weaving through the
crowd serving bright red drinks with celery
sticks.

“Oh boy, Bloody Marys before lunch.
I like this place!” Fiona said when a waiter
handed her one.
“Not exactly a Bloody Mary, but I guarantee you’ll like it,” he said with a wink.
She took a swig and felt a jolt of energy
charge through her. Suddenly, she could see
the detail of people’s faces clear across the
room. Voices got louder and she could swear
she smelled the earthy forest around her.
“Rather like caffeine on steroids, I’d
say.” She turned to see who was speaking in
that charming British accent. It was an older
fellow, about her age, she guessed. He was
wearing a gray beret and a yellow bow tie.
“I’m Jasper,” he said.
He looked so much like her recent boyfriend that for a few seconds she was at a loss
for words. His full, Botticelli lips were grinning at her under his thatched-roof mustache. She remembered what it felt like to
kiss those lips, how smooth and plump they
were, how the mustache brushed against her
cheek. His lips were drawing her in, asking
her to do it again. There was nothing sexier
than a man with a British accent, she knew
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from experience.
Just then someone nudged against her
from the side, forcing her back to the present. For God’s sake, Fiona, you just met his
man, stop gawking at him.
She shook her head, trying to erase the
image of his lips on hers. “I’m so sorry, you
must think I’m a dolt standing here staring
at you. It’s just that you look so much like
my…” she stopped herself just in time, “just
like an old friend of mine.”
“Really? That’s a coincidence, because
the reason I decided to come over here and
talk with you is that you remind me of someone, too. I just can’t put my finger on who it
is.”
She clinked her glass to his. “Maybe it
was in a previous life.” She tilted her head
and brushed her hair to the side. “Or maybe,” she giggled, “it’s our future, and we’ve
just caught a glimpse.”
On the other side of the glass wall, the
sun had moved directly above the assembly
of redwoods, sending shards of light down
to the forest floor. A blue jay perched on a
thin wisp of a branch, just a few feet from

where Fiona stood. He was tilting his head
this way and that, trying to get her attention.
Finally, she saw him. He gave two quick nods
in Jasper’s direction, letting her know he approved. Then he cocked his head, looked
straight at her, and in the sweet, clear tone
that was distinctively his, told her she had
come to the right place.
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Chui
Man

Ethan Zelinskas
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omehow the lion’s footfalls were whisper soft. The only sound in Ajali’s ears
was run run run. He heard it in the burbling
river, in the wind whistling through the tall
grass the lion had slunk from, and even in
his own thundering pulse. Shukura fought
down a sob behind him. The lion stepped almost gingerly over Ajali’s abandoned fishing
pole, eyeing them with indifferent hunger.
Ajali’s toes dug into the damp mud
bank, and his calves tensed. His father always
said lions wouldn’t come into the village.
Too much man-smell. Ajali didn’t know if he
could make the dash through the long grass
back to the village, but it was his only chance.
Ajali shifted his weight onto the balls of his
feet, leaning into the mad dash that was to
come when the beast’s lips curled back and a
throaty rumble ripped out between its teeth.
Shukura echoed the lion with a short
shriek and Ajali froze. He had never liked
Shukura. Her whip-tongue seldom failed to
notice his shortcomings — how skinny he
was, how short. Rabbit Boy she called him
— good only for running and hiding from
boys bigger and meaner than him. In her
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skirts she would never be able to keep up
with him. If they ran, she would be easy prey
for the lion. She deserved many ill turns, but
not this.
Jerking his knife out of the sheath where
it hung on his belt, Ajali struggled to ignore
the shudder running up his spine. If the lion
took any note of the gesture, it didn’t show it.
Its lazy, silent steps continued to fall.
He wanted to leave her. Dig deep and
bolt, but it wasn’t real. It was like the wish
that one day he would find a chest of gold
washed up on the banks of the river — miles
and miles beyond the barest hope of possibility.
His mouth dry, Ajali had to work his
tongue free from the roof of his mouth before he could speak, but never for a moment
did his eyes leave the lion’s.
“Shukura,” he managed to say, “when
he comes for me, run.”
“What?”
“Run as fast as you can back to the village.”
The lion coiled, the thick cords of muscle on its back knotting. In less than the

span of a breath the lion was in the air, paws
grasping toward him. A crack of thunder
rolled across them from the far side of the
river. The lion’s head wrenched hard, and the
side of it crumpled in a shower of blood and
bone.
Kneeling on the far bank of the river
was the Chui Man, smoke still rising from the
barrel of his long rifle. The Chui Man’s long
dreadlocks were tied back and a leopard pelt
hung about his shoulders. For a moment, his
black gaze lingered on the children. Wordless, he slung his long rifle over his shoulder
and retreated into the bush. Both Ajali and
Shukura bowed their heads in a prayer of
thanks to the Chui Man. The village shaman
said that such things were blasphemy, but it
was one matter in which few paid him any
heed. Since before Ajali’s parents were born
the Chui Man had watched over the village.
He didn’t even live in the village but in the
wilderness on the outskirts. None crossed
into the village if he did not allow it.


By the next morning there was no sign
of the lion, as though it had evaporated into
the air. Ajali couldn’t get the Chui Man out
of his head. All through his morning chores
he could feel hard, black eyes on him.
“Ajali!”
His head jerked up as his father shouted. The family goat stood placidly in front of
him and his hands were around its udders,
but the bucket below was empty.
“Are you going to milk that goat, boy,
or sit there all day?”
“Sorry, Papa.”
Walking back to the river, fishing pole
in hand, Ajali stopped in the tall grass, just
short of the muddy bank. He peered out between the blades at the blue flowing past.
Unable to make himself leave the grass, he
hunkered down, sitting on his heels.
Something to his right rustled in the brush.
Ajali’s guts clenched and his nostrils flared.
Emerging onto the bank was Shukura. She
had passed close enough that could have
reached out and touched her. Her basket in
hand, she stopped a pace shy of the water. A
breeze caught the grass, bending it around
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him and for a moment, watching Shukura,
he was no longer Rabbit Boy, but the lion
emerging from the bush.
Stepping out onto the mud, the feeling
drifted away on the breeze.
“Shukura?” He said her name like a
question.
“Ajali.” There was something strange
about the way she said it. It wasn’t an accusation or a sneer. It was happy.
“You saved me,” she said.
“He saved us.”
“You should have run.”
“I wanted to,” Ajali said.
“You’re not a rabbit boy,” she said. “A
rabbit boy would have done more than want.”
Her words tumbled in his head, in a
haze of leopard pelts and gun smoke.

“Psst.”
Groggy, Ajali pulled his blanket up
around his ears and shut his eyes tight.
“Psst.”
It was the dead of night, but in the dark-

ness Ajali could see no breathing mounds
where his mother and father ought to be.
The hiss came again from the doorway.
It was Shukura wrapped in a blanket against
the night chill.
“What?” Ajali asked, elongating the
word with a yawn.
“The Chui Man came to talk to the Elders,” she said, curiosity barely contained.
No village elder had a hut any grander
than any other member of the village. The hut
where they met, however, was twice the size
of any other structure. Its packed clay surface was covered in an intricate white mural
with scenes of war decades past. There had
been no new battles to carry on the painted war in the time of the Chui Man. At the
open door frame a long rifle and machete
were left leaning against the wall, and smoke
issued up into the starry sky from the hole in
the thatched roof.
“Absolutely not!” Ajali’s mother shouted from inside. On small, soft feet they crept
to the edge of the doorway opposite the Chui
Man’s relieved weapons, leaving a reverent
berth.

A fire crackled in the center of the
open dirt floor. The twelve elders and Ajali’s parents sat around the fire, illuminated in
shades of orange and red. It took a minute of
searching to find the Chui Man’s flinty eyes
glinting in the shadowed corner where he
stood.
“My son is only ten,” Ajali’s mother said.
“How do we know what this man intends for
him?” Her finger stabbed at the Chui Man.
“What do any of us know about him? None
have ever seen him with a woman. Perhaps
that is the use he intends for my son.”
There was a collective gasp from around
the hut, save from the man in question. Even
the shaman muttered to himself, aghast. Elder Jalil leaned over the fire, glaring out of
his white bushy beard.
“Our people have lived safely under his
protection since before you were a thought
in your mother’s head,” the Elder said. “You
will show him the proper respect.”
Ajali’s father wrapped an arm around
his mother’s shoulder as her eyes narrowed
to slits.
“No one questions what he has done
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for us,” Ajali’s father said, “but Ajali is our
only son. We have a right to know what will
happen to him.”
The Chui Man’s eyes pierced through
the dark to meet Ajali’s. The breath caught
in Ajali’s throat. A moment passed and the
hunter’s gaze drifted back to the elders.
The Chui Man’s voice was like glass being
ground into sand. “I will not be around forever. Someone must be able to take my place.
If the boy proves unsuited to the task, he will
be returned unharmed.”
With that the Chui Man strode out
of the hut. He spared the children only the
briefest of glances. Without breaking stride,
he snatched up his weapons and set out for
the edge of the village at an easy lope.

Tears filled Ajali’s mother’s eyes as she
handed him his pack, but she refused to let
them spill over. Her voice waivered but never broke.
“Always remember that you are a good
boy,” she said.

With a kiss on the cheek and a strangling hug she sent him to the river at dawn.
His father walked with him until the Chui
Man was in sight, the morning wind playing
with the tail of his leopard pelt. His father
placed his hands on Ajali’s shoulders and
looked him in the eye.
“I don’t want to go,” Ajali said.
“I know, Son, but you need to. Keep
your eyes open. There is no other boy in the
world who will see what you will see. Whatever happens, your mother and I are proud
of you,” his father said before turning back
toward home.
The tightness in his throat told Ajali to
step into his father’s shadow and stay in it all
the way home, but the warm comfort of the
earthen hut seemed a far off place already
leagues distant. The current — inexorable
and sure as the river’s — that drew him on
toward the lean figure waiting on the horizon brooked no resistance.
Coming face to face with the Chui Man,
Ajali was struck by his age. To his mind the
Chui Man was ageless — more fable than
man — but up close age had clearly exact-

ed its price. Though his body was still muscled and hard, it was crisscrossed with jagged scars. His face was heavily lined and his
dreadlocks were more grey than black.
The Chui Man’s eyebrows rose, waiting
for Ajali to say something. Ajali’s face grew
hot and his fingers drummed against his
thigh as he wracked his brain for the right
thing to say.
“Chui Man, sir-”
“Buruji.”
“What?” Ajali asked.
“It’s my name.”
“Of course.”
It had not occurred to Ajali that the
Chui Man had ever been anyone or anything
other than the Chui Man. It seemed like a
crocodile having once been a trout.
“Come,” the Chui Man said, the word
almost a grunt as he set an easy pace along
the bank of the river. Ajali trailed behind
him, just out of his shadow. Every step away
from the village was like peeling off a scab —
every inch was painful, but he couldn’t stop.
“Where are we going?” he asked.
“I spotted a caravan a few hours ago
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making its way toward the village,” Buruji
said. “They’re either traders or bandits. Either way I will deal with them accordingly,
and you will receive your first lesson.”
“Deal with them?”
“If they are traders they will reach the
village, sell their wares, and be on their way.
If they are bandits they will die.” All this he
said as though discussing the weather. “The
river is shallow enough to ford here.”
“My mother said that every time you
kill a man you lose a piece of your soul.”
Cresting a hill rippling with amber
grass, the Chui Man made to squat low.
There was a sharp intake of air and Buruji
froze mid motion.
“Are you hurt?” Ajali asked, moving to
aid him.
Buruji waved him off. “Just the years
catching up with me. I am both hunter and
shepherd. To a hunter there is only the prey
and to the shepherd there is only the flock.
Neither have any use for souls.”
The Chui Man shifted until he was flat
against the hill on his belly with his long rifle
in the grass in front of him.

“Get down, boy,” Buruji said waving
Ajali down next to him. “Now look down
there.” He pointed a long finger at a column
of horses picking its way through the thicket
that lined the valley between the hills. Some
bore riders with guns hanging from their
saddles while others were laden with cargo.
“Bandits it is, then,” the Chui Man said.
“How can you tell?”
“A trader would be in the middle with
his wares and his guardians would be at the
front and the back. Here each man hoards
his own spoils, as mistrustful of each other
as of anyone from the outside.”
“What do we do?”
“You will stay here and not make a
sound. I will deal with them.”
Buruji made his way down the grassy
side of the hill, slithering on his belly. Halfway down Ajali lost sight of him, his leopard
pelt melting in with the thicket. A crash and
a plume of smoke erupted from the bushes and the last man in the column toppled
from his horse. Every man, without hesitation, unloaded on the source of the smoke,
tearing the bush to shreds.

Somewhere in there, the Chui Man was
dead. Just like that. One bandit wheeled his
horse around to retrieve the horses his fallen comrade would no longer need while the
others kicked their horses to a casual canter.
Another shot echoed out and a second bandit slid from his saddle. A plume
of smoke rose from the tall grass at the foot
of the opposite hill. Frantically, the bandits
scrambled to reload. Screaming, the Chui
Man sprang from the scrub brush, machete
in hand. The bandit froze, his mouth wide
open as the blade bit into his neck. Before
the man fell, Buruji dove back into the thicket.
One by one each bandit slumped out
of his saddle, a musket ball in his heart or
his throat slashed open. The wait was more
agonizing than the kill. Minutes would pass
sometimes, and the bandits would almost
convince themselves that a stray shot must
have taken the wraith when another shot
would ring out.
The Chui Man hauled the last one from
his saddle by the belt, dumping him in the
dirt.
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“Ajali!” the old hunter called out, dropping a ball down the barrel of his rifle.
Ajali didn’t feel the steps that carried
him down to Buruji’s side. His unfeeling
ghost feet managed to step over and around
the bodies. There were so many — more than
Ajali thought anyone should have to see. The
golden grass around them was flecked red.
The Chui Man spoke to Ajali as though
the bandit cowering on the ground wasn’t
even there. The hammer on his long rifle
gave a click as he pulled it back. “Tell me,
boy. After this what do you think is left of
my soul?”
There was hate in Buruji’s black eyes.
Not just for the bandit, though. He looked
down on the weapon in his hands with such
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contempt Ajali wondered how he could bear
to hold it.
“Now,” he said holding the gun out toward Ajali, “decide whether or not you will
return home.”
Ajali took the weapon awkwardly in his
hands. It was longer than he was tall. Buruji
took a step away and gestured to the man on
the ground. When Ajali lowered the barrel
at the man on the ground, the man shrieked.
“Please,” the man moaned.
“All the others are dead. What if we let
him go?” Ajali asked the Chui Man.
“He is a bandit. His horse is laden with
loot. Your village would not have been his
first victim. What do you think he will do if
you let him go?”

“You do it.”
“No.”
“Why?”
“Because this will be your life if you
stay with me. It isn’t a life you can be proud
of. You will spend it feeling little pieces of
yourself floating away on the wind so that
no one else will have to. Can you do that?”
“I don’t think I can,” Ajali said.
“Then go home to your parents,” Buruji
spoke with a smile on his face. “Learn what
they have to teach you and live a good life
with a whole soul.”
With a squeeze of Ajali’s finger the
hammer swung down. The powder flashed
and smoke filled the air.
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Nonfiction

A

We Were the Monsters

long time ago, before I was married or
had children, I worked as a dominatrix
in a dungeon in Hollywood. The “dungeon”
in question wasn’t a real dungeon of course,
at least in the medieval sense of the word,
but a single-family home with three bedrooms, a kitchen and a backyard that I never once saw because black-velvet curtains
were always pulled shut over the windows.
What made the house a “dungeon” was the
fact that Danica, the woman whose name
was on the lease and who called herself the
dungeon’s “headmistress,” had outfitted the
rooms with all kinds of torture furniture: a
rack, a whipping horse and a bondage X in
the dining room; a suspension unit in the
master bedroom; and a vanity table full of
makeup and a closet full of girly outfits for
the cross-dressers to wear, in what would
have been one of the kids’ bedrooms had
children been living there, which thankfully

they were not.
The dungeon atmosphere was enhanced
by the candles that Danica kept constantly lit
in ornate standing candelabras. The lights in
the house were rarely turned on. If the lights
were ever turned on, say when Danica set us
to clean, the incongruity of all the dungeon
furniture in this single-family home became
all the more apparent. Most of the furniture
was made out of wood and upholstered in
black leather, having been constructed by
hand by a guy named Sunshine Dark. He
lived in a loft downtown, a rockabilly character with a front row of beautiful teeth that
became less beautiful when he smiled, because you saw those teeth were fake, connected to a metal bridge against his gums.
When the lights were on in the house, it
was then I could imagine the rooms empty. I
pictured myself moving into the house, putting my TV there, on the floor near the can-
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delabras in the “living room,” my sofa over
there, next to the whipping X, and my dining-room table right there, where the rack
was, in the “living room.” Outside the house,
perched over the front door, was a blue light
that burned all night long. Danica said she
had installed the blue light because we were
dominatrices, we weren’t prostitutes, which
would have necessitated a red light. The way
that blue light glowed over the front door, a
wild cobalt — I thought the glow was as unhinged as we were.
We were Princess Ce-Ce, Goddess Justice, Queen Seviana and Kali the trans-queer
female domme. I went by the name Mistress
Devon, at least that was the name I was using at the time. We were young things, pretty
to look at, but as dangerous as high-voltage
filaments inside a plasma ball. Dangerous
like the deranged color of that blue light that
burned all night over the dungeon’s front
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door. Dangerous like violet wands — like
the cattle prods with which we sometimes
zapped our clients.
Danica had schooled us in the fine arts
of whipping, clamping, bondage and trampling. I, for one, was a skilled piercer. One of
my greatest accomplishments was creating
a corset of needles on one guy’s chest. For
an hour, I impaled his chest skin on hypodermic needles, which Danica had procured
from a leather daddy who lived in Seattle,
because it was easier to get needles in Washington than it was in California. Creating
two columns with the needles, one down either side of the guy’s chest, fifty hypodermic
needles each, I wound the needles round
with dental floss like I was tying up a pair
of ice skates, lacing the floss back and forth.
Then I cinched it, causing my victim’s chest
skin to constrict like a Victorian corset.
Princess Ce-Ce was a short, real redhead from D.C. whose boyfriend was in a
Mexican hardcore band that played gigs
on the Eastside. Mistress Justice was a Salvadoran girl who had grown up on Hoover
Street in Little Central America and had at-

tended USC, but was now paying off college
loans. Goddess Seviana had severely arched
eyebrows she drew on with black pencil, a
Bettie Page haircut and a continual snarl
on her red lips; she was going to school to
learn to do makeup for the movies. Kali had
a body like an Olympic runner, which she
kept carefully concealed under folds of black
latex, a corset forcing herself a waist.
Danica was thirty-three, which at the
time seemed old. Very old. Inconceivably
old. She had been in the business for a long
time. No one seemed to know how long,
or how she had started, though there were
rumors she had begun as a massage girl
on Hollywood Boulevard and had danced
a few years somewhere on Sunset. Danica
was thin and pale like a wraith – all skin and
bones and flesh as white as printing paper.
Her platinum-blond hair, cut in a short bob,
was almost as light in color as her skin. Every other week, she went to a salon on Western Avenue in Koreatown where a man gave
her the sharpest trim to her bob she said she
had ever gotten. The salon was just a little
hole in the wall, but Danica said no one cut

hair more sharply than this stylist did. Danica’s cheekbones were sharp too, like her hair,
sharp as her filed red fingernails. She had a
slender nose and brown eyes that were always ringed in kohl and mascara, and always
gobbed up with a lot of concealer to cover
the big, dark circles under her eyes — she
suffered from cluster headaches, and didn’t
sleep much.
Danica had two small children whom I
never saw in person, only in photos, so when
she talked about them it was like listening
to someone talk about a celebrity, or about
fairies. When Danica wasn’t at the house,
she said she was out taking her children to
auditions, trying to get them into the movies. She had been divorced twice, from both
fathers of each of her two children. Now she
had an eighteen-year-old boyfriend, whom
she had met at a nightclub called Perversion.
I can’t remember the boyfriend’s name. Bill
or something. He shod horses at a stable in
the Hollywood Hills for a living, so whenever he came over to the house after work,
Danica always sent him straight to the shower.
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All day long we sat on the carpet in one
of the other kids’ rooms where Danica had
set up the phones, fielding calls from potential “slaves.” As we waited around for those
slaves to show up to pay us to beat them,
we painted our toenails red, pumiced the
calluses off the soles of our feet and curled
our long, dyed hair — blond, black, burgundy — pick a color; it changed depending on the month. When a guy finally called
who sounded “solid,” or wasn’t just another
flake calling to hear our voices, then hang
up and go jack off somewhere, we told him
to go the gas station on the corner of Gower Street and Franklin Avenue and then to
call us back again when he got there. When
he called back, we would give him the address, only then; because if he had gotten
all the way to the gas station, it meant there
was a pretty good chance he would actually
show. Of course, that still didn’t guarantee
he would walk in through the door. Sometimes a guy would go to the gas station, get
our address, drive by the house, and then
go around the corner, in his car and jack off
nearby. The best case scenario of “solid, not

a flake” meant the guy “showed up,” meaning he actually arrived with money, because
that was why we were there.
Any time we felt like a client sounded
“for sure,” there was always a lot of excitement in the house. We would strip out of
our jeans and Doc Martens, lift off our black
tanks and little white bras, then put on a latex dress or a pair of vinyl shorts or a catsuit or some other leather getup. We’d put
on stockings – thigh-high with garters – and
then some lace-up boots or a pair of stilettos or high-heeled sandals that showed off
our painted toenails and our pretty, pumiced feet. We would slather on red lipstick,
brush on even more mascara and darken
the liquid lines struck over our eyelashes.
We would apply blue eye shadow or purple
eye shadow, depending on our current hair
color. Then we would examine our faces in
the mirror, see ourselves in our dominatrix
masks, assure ourselves that we no longer
looked like the eighteen-year-old college
students we were, the ones in debt, or the
high-school dropouts who had come to L.A.
to become actresses, or one of the mixed-

up goth chicks whom Danica had met at
Bar Sinister and convinced to come work
for her, or the girl who had answered the ad
that Danica had put in the L.A. Xpress, the
one who couldn’t really figure out who she
was, but if there was one thing she did know
it was that she didn’t have the body to be a
stripper, not even to dance at some scummy
place in East Hollywood. We would look in
that mirror and study ourselves, just to make
sure we appeared to be at least five years older than we were, meaning harder, meaner,
more sure of ourselves. Because sometimes
we weren’t so sure of ourselves. We felt insecure; we felt scared. The guy coming to the
house could be an ax-murderer, or he could
be a cop. Even though Danica said what we
did wasn’t illegal because we weren’t having sex with anyone, we weren’t offering any
kind of sexual services, the line that separated us from actual hookers was very thin. The
guys coming to see us were coming to get off
somehow. Get off on pain. Get off on humiliation. Get off on psycho-drama. So the cops
could find a way to get us in trouble if they
wanted, if only because we were conducting
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a business without a license. So we had to be
careful.
Mostly, once the guy came through the
door, we saw how scared he was of us. Then
the arrogant confidence of our youth burned
brightly in our chests again. We strutted
out into the main room of the house, the
“family room,” which Danica referred to
as the “meeting room,” where she instructed the client to sit on a black-leather couch
so he could meet us. Sometimes he looked
like a normal guy, like he could be one of
our dads — my dad — dressed in Dockers,
a button-down and brown loafers, just on
his lunch break from over the hill, from the
Valley or from Orange County, so he was always really, really worried that his car would
get broken into, vandalized or stolen. How
dangerous was this part of town, he wanted to know. It wasn’t that he cared so much
about what happened to his car; it was that
he cared what he would have to explain to
his wife when she asked what the fuck he had
been doing on Franklin Avenue near Gower Street during his lunch hour. Or the guy
would be really pathetic-looking, like he had

woken up that morning in a cardboard box
under a freeway overpass. We had no idea
where he had gotten the money to come see
us, and we didn’t ask. Danica would hold up
the bills to the light to make sure they had
the correct hologram, and if they did, if they
were real, we accepted them; we didn’t ask
questions. Or the guy looked foreign, like he
was Armenian from Glendale or Lebanese
from Tujunga. Or he looked like he couldn’t
be much older than we were, like he was
someone whom we might let chat us up at
a bar if we had met him there instead of at
Danica’s dungeon. Maybe he owned some
dot-com or was a trust-funder. Or maybe he
was a film student from UCLA. That was the
kind we hated — the “student” — because
that meant that although he was cute, he
was poor, and he was probably going to ask
for a discount. Then, after we gave him the
discounted rate a few times, he would try to
make us his girlfriends, because that meant
thereafter he could get the sessions for free.
Once whoever “showed up” was securely inside the house and had handed
over the cash, Danica would ask if there was

one of us he preferred. Either the guy had
already chosen one of us from our ad in the
paper or on-line, or he would pick one of us
from the lineup. Danica took a cut from every session we did. Half-and-half; we split it.
Danica got a hundred, and we got the other hundred. We did a lot of sessions. Danica drove a brand-new Jaguar. Every once
in a while, she would do a session, too. A
“regular.” Some guy she had been seeing for
years left huge cards and boxes of Godiva on
the house’s doorstep on Valentine’s Day and
bought her couture from shops on Rodeo
and passes to spas in Sedona and red-soled
Louboutins from Barneys and made her car
payments and her rent payments and fixed
her taxes and helped procure her health insurance.
When we weren’t in session, or answering phones, or curling our hair, or pumicing
our feet to perfection — when we got hungry — we would cross the street and go to a
diner on Franklin Avenue to order food togo. We would order sandwiches, or salads,
or tortilla soup. Sometimes a guy who Danica knew would bring us donuts and pizza.
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Also flasks of perfume. One time, a French
guy whom Danica had never met before sent
her a bottle of Chanel No. 5 all the way from
Paris.
When business was slow, that was when
Danica set us to clean. I hated that part of
the job. The lights came on, and the vacuums came out. We would mop the floors,
clean the bathrooms and rub down the dungeon furniture with alcohol. I always felt like
the slaves should have been doing that dirty
work, but I also knew that they only ever did
a shit job. They were too turned-on to do a
good job, their hard pricks standing at attention beneath their white maid’s aprons, naked
asses bared as they scurried around, scrubbing the mold from the grout between the
bathroom tiles or dusting the cobwebs from
the dimmest corners of the cross-dressers’
room. But they just fucked up every job they
had to do. They wanted to fuck up the job.
That was the game: fucking up, missing the
dirty spots with their sponges or “mistakenly” tipping the mop bucket over so dirty
water spilled everywhere. Because then they
would get punished. That was what why they

had come to the dungeon, after all. They
were after the punishment. It was a win/win
situation: a win for the guys because they got
the whippings they wanted, and a win for us
because we got to beat them. Well, maybe it
wasn’t a win for us girls. We were the ones
who ended up having to do all the cleaning.
One of the things that I remember most
about that house was that it was perfectly
square, like a box. A box full of monsters.
We were the monsters.
I was.
Like Danica, I also had a boyfriend
while I worked at the dungeon. I didn’t tell
my boyfriend I worked there, because I knew
he would freak. It wasn’t difficult to keep my
job a secret because my boyfriend lived in
New York. One time, while he was visiting,
he found a newspaper in one of my drawers in which my ad appeared. I was posing
in black fishnets, platform heels, frilly pink
panties and a black-vinyl corset bodice. I
had been out shopping for groceries when
he had been snooping around in my stuff.
When I got home, he said, “Is this you?” I
said, “No.” He said, “Yes, it is.” So I nodded,

and for the rest of the night we both cried a
lot. I convinced him to stay with me. I said
that I didn’t have sex with anyone, so there
wasn’t any problem. He said he was jealous.
I said not to worry, all the guys were old and
ugly. He stayed with me. He went back to
New York, and a couple months later, I met
a guy at Perversion with a blue mohawk,
who hung out with famous rockers. I told
my boyfriend in New York that I wanted to
take a break. Six months later, he called me
up and said, “I never want to speak to you
again in my life.” That was that. That was the
end of us.
My job at the dungeon continued, however.
Lara Michelle has written for both Hustler and
Playboy, made documentaries about Mexican
rock bands and lived in Barcelona, Spain, where
Ediciones B published her memoir, Confessions of
a Dominatrix, which chronicled her experiences
paying off her debts as a professional mistress. Her
most recent non-fiction has appeared on XoJane,
HuffPost and Quail Bell. She is the author of the
chapbook series, These Are the Stories I’m Not
Supposed to Tell.
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Queen of Brands,
Diva of Commercials
Colin Reed Moon

I

f anyone tries to stop her she’ll say she’s
just running downstairs for cigarettes.
She’s only smoked three out of her current
pack, but she needs to be out of here. If Jonathan stops her he’ll offer to go down for
her, but she slips out of the apartment unnoticed. She feels strangely giddy in her escape,
as if she is a spy gaining access to an enemy
file room rather than a woman stepping into
the hall from a birthday party. She slinks
down the hallway in an expensive velvet
dress, satin gloves on her hands, and sneaks
covert glances over her shoulder through
sheaves of her immaculately coiffed hair as
she imagines a femme fatale might, smoky
gazes to ascertain: is she being followed?

Has her espionage been noticed? When she
reaches the elevator she presses the button
which summons the car while feigning an
oblivious air, hoping the expression on her
face might be read as oh, am I not meant to
be here? The bell dings, the door opens, and
she steps inside as coyly as she can, conjuring all her feminine wiles to impress no one.
There is a moment of imagined panic: were
there security cameras she failed to notice?
Has her progress been marked?
Then the doors slide closed and she’s
simply in the same old boring elevator of her
building, descending from her floor and her
fantasy.
To be away from the party is to fall into

a rare idle moment away from her guests and
her husband and her children, all of whom
demand anything but idle moments. There
is a grasping pull, a release, a void, and without the constant distractions of life to fill it
she nearly ceases to be. She finds herself staring at the vague reflection of herself in the
polished chrome inner-door of the elevator,
the shape shown there the not quite whole
representation of the shape she sees each
morning in her bathroom mirror. She remembers how back in college that reflection
was smaller at the hip and less voluminous
of hair and how, out of fits of self-doubt, she
could barely stand to meet her own eyes in
any reflection. Now, as if to make up for lost
time, she stares defiantly at the point where,
in a clearer reflection, her eyes would be. In
such a way, she descends the fifteen floors to
the lobby.
She steps onto the polished marble
floors of the lobby, listens to the mahogany
outer-doors of the elevator close behind her,
and realizes that she has no idea what her
original intentions for leaving the party were.
The escape, the espionage, was her motiva37

tion rather than any actual destination. She
glances around the cavernous room, takes it
in without noticing the vibrant chandeliers,
the plush furniture, the rich wood trims,
and spots, just outside, the snappily-dressed
doorman. She passes a gloved hand over her
brow, frowning.
The tile work of the floor is over a hundred years old, huge chunks of checkerboard
marble, and as she clicks her way to the door
in her high heels she thinks about older materials, more storied buildings, ancient cities. She thinks of cathedrals, mosques, golden temples in tropic jungles. She thinks of
being nineteen in the capital cities of Europe
and the Middle East and Asia, giggling with
her friends at innuendo hidden in paintings and sculpture too timeless to giggle at,
too infinite to understand. She thinks about
marveling up at David’s form while simultaneously thinking about little Michael, her
youngest, who will never be timeless or infinite: his frailty expressed to her by his asthma and his narrow, little-boy’s shoulders.
She pauses at the door, frowning at the inevitable end of all that seems infinite: Michael’s

sunny smile and Michelangelo’s massive
sculpture. She passes through the revolving
door and gives the resplendent doorman —
young, chiseled — an uneven smile.
She has forgotten her tasteful shawl
and, feeling the slight chill of the evening,
remembers other things she has forgotten:
her cellphone, her keys, her eyeglasses, a
small vile of pills standing in her medicine
cabinet. She takes stock of what is in the
tiny clutch purse she has remembered: a little cash, some lipstick, gum, cigarettes and
lighter, and a small calculator with dead batteries which she has no recollection of placing therein. She snaps the purse shut, realizing how poor a spy she would make. She has
arranged no rendezvous, has prepared no
safe house, hidden no secret drop box into
which she could drop herself.
The city around her is sublimely —
and uncharacteristically — silent. What little noise reaches her is carried on the stiff
autumn air from blocks away. Not even a
passing taxi disturbs the pool of soundlessness on her tree-lined avenue. She considers
trying to find a taxi and going downtown,

perhaps going to one of those night clubs
that Tricia, her eldest, begs to visit, but then
she finds her reflection again presented to
her, this time in the mirrored window-treatments of a limousine idling at the curb. The
image is darker but more telling than the
specter in the elevator, as this version of her
is hollowed out, aged, and truer. She turns,
discouraged, and walks away from downtown.
At nineteen, in the hallowed halls of
history, she thought she understood how a
person could place themselves on a canvas,
unearth themselves from marble, bare their
hearts in sonnets, but here and now she wonders how a person could desire such courageousness. She thinks about Michael’s doctor visits, of Tricia’s SAT scores, of the dead
calculator in her purse: why had she put it in
there in the first place? What had she been
trying to add up to?
She moves aimlessly, lost in these considerations, until she crosses the open throat
of an alley and hears the noises issuing from
within. Not thinking about the diamonds
around her neck, of muggers, of guns, of
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knives, of tomorrow, she stops walking and
looks in. Expecting cats at war she instead
finds a young couple engaged in an act not
appropriate for the setting. There are fingers
in hair, tongues exploring unknown mouths,
pants and skirts both south and north of traditional longitudes.
Here, then, is timelessness so displayed
that she is momentarily moved to artfulness.
This she could see capturing on canvas, in
stone, and meted out word for tense word.
Not knowing her intention until it’s too late
she raises her hands, imagining the weight
of a camera she carried around Venice and
Istanbul and Bangkok. She frames the young
lovers, adjusts a fantasy aperture, and says
‘Click’.
The boy disengages, turns, shouts out,
and she begins to run, kicking off her heels
and laughing. She holds aloft her hands
whenever something passes her frame of
vision that seems noteworthy: the pulsing
lights of a passing police car reflected in a
puddle that isn’t — but could be — blood,
she says ‘Click’. A gutted skyscraper, under construction but looking bombed-out,

she says, ‘Click.’ The distant reflection of a
war-torn survivor, wide at hip, large of hair:
‘Click’.
Finally, she finds herself outside a convenience store, panting, hands on her nyloned knees. The OPEN sign flashes self-importantly, lighting the sidewalk around her
shoeless feet a muted red, and each time she
catches her breath she loses it all over again
to bouts of nervous giggles. The noise of her
own laughter is a noise remembered but not
wholly understood, but she accepts it all the
same. She remembers that she was meant to
buy cigarettes — even though she is aware
she doesn’t need them at all — and enters
the store.
She lingers awhile, reading bags of
Doritos and fingering packages of Winterfresh. She considers a tube of Pringles, turns,
and finds her reflection transposed over
the bottles of Pepsi and Fanta, Coca-Cola
and Mountain Dew, in the drink case. She
smiles, presents the tube of Pringles to herself, then takes up a box of Crackerjacks and
does a two-step for her own reflection, momentarily a spokeswoman for sugary snacks.

She moves to the next aisle, finds herself at
a rack of magazines, and loses the Crackerjacks among the fitness magazines as she
counts smiling girls on glossy pages. A trim
blonde for Maybelline, a dark-eyed mistress
of Calvin Klein, a feisty redhead for Victoria’s Secret.
She buys her cigarettes feeling a little
like Mrs. Robinson without the infidelity.
She averts her eyes from where some vandal has carved the word ‘fuck’ into the plastic atop of the counter and notices that the
clock over the clerk’s head reads 1:42.
Yesterday she turned forty-three.
When she returns to the party Jonathan will ask where her shoes are and she
won’t be able to answer him. She will feel a
little sick but will be pleased to find that in
her absence she was not missed.
Colin Reed Moon is the author of 17 Girls, a chapbook of short fiction, and is the front man of Wake
Megan. He lives, works, and writes in Laramie,
Wyoming, where he acts as publisher for Chesire
Productions and editor-in-chief of Never News.
You can follow him on Twitter: @colinmoon
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hydrological experience with rivers with the geographical, cultural and spiritual meanings of rivers as systems.
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is head flopped against the cushioned
rest as he emerged from the haze of
ether. He wasn’t yet fully conscience when
the jolts of pain in his jaw made him groan
through the wads of cotton packing the corners of his mouth. He opened his eyes to a
burning light, maybe a visual manifestation
caused by the aching tooth, but the light receded and his field of vision was filled with
the moon face of Dr. Hammond. The doc-
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tor’s mouth opened and words came out but
he couldn’t focus on the sounds quite yet. He
watched the doctor’s crooked yellow teeth
snapping silently until the sound caught up
and he could make out what the man was
saying in a rush.
“That one’s stuck fast; I went down far
as I could but no luck.”
He tried to respond but his mouth had
been rendered useless for speech.
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The dentist lit a cigarette and peered
down at his patient through eyes narrowed
against the smoke. He chuckled on the exhale and drew out a long string of blood and
spittle-soaked gauze and, finally, the two
wooden wedges that held open his jaws.
He was handed a glass of salt water and
instructed to rinse. He swished the brine
over his aching teeth and spat a stream of
pink saline into the cuspidor that sat at the
base of the chair.
The doctor sat, adjusting his reflector
to catch the light and prodded the bad tooth
with his pick, sending sparks of pain up his
spine that crashed at the base of his brain.
He convulsed as if hit with electricity, every
muscle in his body spasming with shock until he slumped into the wicker back of the
chair.
Dr. Hammond shook his head in disgust,
then brightened, stood from his stool and
called to the outer office for a pencil and paper.
“I have just the man for you, a specialist; he’s got the whole kit and caboodle.
X-ray camera, electric drill, a chair that ris-

es and swivels on a kind of hydraulic foot
with a basin built into the arm for rinsing
out the mouth. Modern stuff — he’ll charge
you a lotta jack, but I think you ain’t got a
choice with that beauty.” The doctor pointed
his pencil’s tip at the tooth then continued
writing. “He’s in Brooklyn Heights. Set up
in one of those new brownstones, making a
fortune.”
“The girl will bandage that up with
some packing for the bleeding. Leave it for
a few hours. You’re gonna want-a eat something tonight but stick to soft foods, nothing
ethnic, soup is all right. Here’s the address.
I’ll make the appointment for you. Tomorrow morning all right?”
He nodded and mumbled some thanks.
The doctor opened the floor to ceiling
metal cabinet by the office door, searched
the shelves and pulled out a little brown bottle.
“This is Laudanum, very serious stuff;
this you could have a real party with. Four
drops in a glass of water.” The doctor unscrewed the top and showed him the dropper attached.

He took the bottle and eyed the tiny
script that ran across the label promising
miracles.
“They’re gonna ban this stuff soon, say
it makes people addicted. They say a lot of
boys came back from the war hooked on it.
I say a lot of boys came back from the war
needing it.” The doctor took a final drag
from his smoke and dropped it, crushing the
cherry with his toe. “Course they say they’re
gonna ban booze too. Ban booze! Then what
the hell we got?”

That evening, after tossing in bed all afternoon, he took his first dose. A teaspoon
in a glass of water as directed. Ten minutes
later, the twisting screw of fire that had been
turning in his face for three days relaxed. He
took another after ten minutes and even the
shadow of pain lifted away.
The night passed in a blur of softness
as he dosed himself at the merest twinge
from the impacted tooth. Morning rose in
his window and he watched as light filled his
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small room describing the ordered trappings
of his existence, smiling at each item.
After washing his face and combing his
hair with oil he dressed in his best summer
suit and straw boater. As he left the boarding
house he felt fine and contented, having taken one more dose of the opiate for good measure. He normally abstained from stimulates
or patent medicines but this was a dire situation and he felt no guilt over the comfort he
took from the drug. The downtown trolley
was packed with early morning commuters
making their way to yards and offices but he
received a special sympathy due to the bandage that still swaddled one side of his face.
He had forgotten about it even while washing up, but people gave way to him and took
pains not to jostle his side while they got off
at their stops.
The world seemed kinder all around.
The streets cleaner. The air fresher. The bustle of downtown like a ballet.
He changed to the cross town beaming at the other passengers, tipping his hat
to women in short summer dresses that had
climbed to mid-calf that season. He jumped

off at city hall and searched his pockets for
the specialist’s address: his coat, trousers,
and watch pocket all empty. Of course, he
thought, he’d worn his old flannel suit to Dr.
Hammond’s.
He sat on a bench and tried to focus on
the doctor’s note, but his mind wandered,
slipping off on fantastic tangents. 185, 158,
138 – Henry, Green, Dean? He walked the
streets waiting for the names and numbers
to click into place like the tumblers of a lock.
He found himself standing in front of
a handsome three story brownstone with
elegant wrought iron hand rails. The numbers were familiar and the building seemed
correct. A brass plate mounted hand high
on the rough cut exterior blocks housed the
doorbell, but had he ever been given the
specialist’s name? The foyer door opened to
an elegant sitting room occupied by a well
dressed woman behind a writing table who
looked up with expectation.
He was sweating from his long wander
in the rising heat, the well-being he had felt
earlier had drained away as the pain in his
mouth became active again. He pressed his

palm against his burning jaw.
“May I help you?” The women asked.
“Dentist.” He mumbled through the
wad of packing in his mouth.
“Dentist? Do you have an appointment
sir?” She asked flipping the pages of a bound
ledger.
He nodded.
“What name?”
“Smith” he said.
“Of course, a Mr. Smith. Well there’s
nothing here about a dental theme but take
a seat and we’ll see what we can do.” She replied, indicating a pair of club chairs across
a throw rug opposite her table.
He hung his coat and hat on a stand
and sat. The room was sparsely furnished.
A small pedestal table stood between the
chairs. There was a spittoon to his right and
a cold floor lamp on his left. Opposite, above
the receptionist hung a row of silver tone
portraits. He examined each in turn: a nun,
a nurse, a student, a professional with glasses
on a chain holding a ruler — a teacher? They
were all young women, leering yet stern and
heavily made up.
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He felt himself sagging. Sweat was running down his face and as he wiped his brow
he saw his hands had begun to shake. The
bubble of light that had held him all morning burst. He slipped his hands into his arm
pits. He was cold and sweating and his tooth
was aching to its fullest capacity again. The
image of the little brown bottle flickered in
his mind like a neon sign advertising relief.
He rocked back and forth in his seat staring
at his feet.
She repeated his name again. He heard
it the first two times but couldn’t yet manage
to pull himself from the nodding rhythm
he’d fallen into.
“Mr. Smith, she’s ready for you.” The
secretary said again, now standing in front
of him.
He followed her down a dark hallway
to another room where she opened a door
and gestured for him to enter.
The smallish room was windowless, lit
by a single glaring bulb and bare but for a
chair unlike anything he had ever seen. Bigger than a barber’s chair, all buffed oxblood
leather and gleaming steel. It sat on a wide

circular base festooned with foot pedals and
levers. He boosted himself onto its wide seat
and examined the straps on the arms and
protruding metal apparatus attached to the
sides which seemed to be more appropriate
to a blacksmith or farrier’s shop. He rested into it, laid his aching head against the
molded rest with sweat trickling down his
chest.
The door opened and a woman entered
wearing a bleached uniform with a red cross
embroidered over the breast pushing a trolley covered with a muslin cloth.
“Mr. Smith?”
He nodded.
“You’re here for dental play?”
He raised his head to eye the woman.
She was tall, taller then he and wore her hair
in the new bobbed style that was taking over
young women’s fashion. Even through the
pain and sweaty jitters he appreciated the
way she was built, firing on all sixes. She had
a Mary Pickford face and a Mae West body.
“Play?” He mumbled.
“Shhh,” she pressed a finger against her
lips. “I know what you need.”

She parked the trolley next to the chair
and released the clasp that closed the short
cape which hung over her shoulders, letting
it drop to the floor. Her uniform was unlike
any nurses’ outfit he had ever seen. The crisp
white material hugged her curves while
the neck line plunged between her breasts
which were pushed up and out. The hem of
her skirt climbed so high he could see the
bare skin of her thighs above her garters as
she leaned over the chair and took him by
the forearm.
“Let’s get you strapped down.” She guided his wrist into the leather restraint fastened
to the chairs arm, pulled it tight, shifted and
did his other.
“That’s better now isn’t it?”
He rolled his eyes making a shrugging
gesture with his hands as best he could.
“Of course it is.” She laid her hand on
his forehead and by pulling a lever leaned the
chair back so he was horizontal. “Once we
get you into position we can work on your
poor tooth.” She buckled another leather
strap across his forehead then moved to the
base of the chair. He could just make her out
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at the extremity of his vision swinging the
metal apparatus around and lifting his legs
above his head, securing them in a kind of
stirrup by the ankle.
She stepped back to the head of the
chair, wheeling the cart so that it was only
inches from his face and whipped off the
white cloth unveiling rows of gleaming
stainless steel tools unlike any dental implements he had ever seen. There were no picks
or mirrors, but long blunt ended rods, spurs,
and clamps of all kinds. She picked up a metal ring faceted with u-shaped tabs top and
bottom, dangling from her index finger it
looked like the sketch of a screaming mouth
done in silverpoint. She slid the tips of two
fingers of her free hand into his nostrils and
pulled, forcing his mouth wide open and inserted the ring until the tabs caught his teeth.
“First the spider gag, can’t get anything done
until the patient is fully gagged,” the nurse
crooned.
He shook his head frantically and spat
unintelligible noises. Bound and helpless, he
looked up at the nurse’s face with pleading
eyes. The nurse took a curved blade from the

tray and sliced through the bandages that
looped his jaw, nicking him slightly with a
turn of wrist that seemed intentional.
“Now what’s the problem here? Where’s
it hurt?”
She leaned over him so that her breasts
hung like twin pale moons rising and lightly
ran her fingers over his face. She traced his
lips and stroked the tip of his tongue then
slapped him smartly with the palm of her
hand. The swollen side of his face erupted in
a wave of flame and he breathed out a scream
through his locked open mouth.
“What are you looking at?” She yelled
at him suddenly, reeling back from the chair.
Then she paused and ran her hands from her
neck down her body; slowly, over her breasts,
pushing them closer together, squeezing
them tight between her palms. She let the
fingers of one hand drift down and popped
open another button.
“Are you looking at these?” she purred.
She bent over the chair again, kicking one leg
up onto his own trapped thigh and pushed
her breasts into his face, unbuttoning his
waistcoat and shirt. She tore open his under

shirt by dragging her nails across his sweat
soaked chest.
“So how’s that tooth now? Dental hygiene is so important.” She reached across
him to the table and selected a pencil length
hooked rod with a rounded end. “I’ll just do
a little probing.”
He strained against the strap securing
his head and huffed his protest wordlessly,
rocking the chair slightly in his struggle.
She ran the arc of the tool down his
cheek before slipping it into his mouth and
probed against his infected teeth until his
body shuddered and his face turned a brilliant red. He gasped as tears welled up out of
his eyes.
“Your mouth’s all dried out,” she said
and spat several times through the ring between his teeth.
He felt her warm saliva coat his tongue
and run down his throat. “Dry, unlike me.”
Leaning back from the chair she slid the
blunt hook down the front of her skirt. He
could see her hand twisting and thrusting
beneath the fabric. When she drew the hook
out slowly, the metal gleaming, she ran it
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across his lips. “I’m not dry at all.”
She ran her free hand over his crotch
as she dipped the hook into his open mouth
spreading her thick salty mucus across his
pallet. Her hand patted and stroked his
crotch until he thought he would erupt in his
pants. She reared up, looking shocked and
demanded, “What is this?” before punching
him squarely against his testicles.
The pain hit him in the gut. He wretched and instinctively tried somehow to cross
his legs, but there was no way to cover himself.
She pressed the ends of two fingers
against her pursed lips “Did that hurt?
Sometimes coming to the dentist is painful,
but it’s all for the best in the end.”
She stepped back to the tray, dropped
the hook as if it were soiled and picked up a
set of screw clamps hung with baseball sized
iron weights.
“I think your case calls for some rather unorthodox treatment,” she said, swinging the clamps slightly so that the weights
clacked together in the air above his face.


He paid the receptionist and left the
brownstone in a daze. Walking the streets,
making random turns, going uphill towards
the park where he would eventually take the
Sea Line home. He made a new appointment
at the specialists with apologies for missing
his original. The dentist extracted the impacted tooth and performed a new surgical
procedure to deaden the nerve permanently.
He was given another bottle of Laudanum
for the discomfort and sent home.
In the following weeks he spent his
days off trying to replicate that morning.
He dosed himself with opiates and rode the
train downtown, switched to the cross-town
trolley and sat on the same bench. Running numbers and street names through his
head hoping somehow to pin the address
down. He wandered the streets, speculating
on which of the handsome buildings of the
slope harbored the secret room. After some
months the search faded from his mind but
he continued the routine of drifting around

the wealthy neighborhood in an opium induced haze, weighing whether the pleasure
was reward for the pain or the pain punishment for the pleasure.

John McMahon is a writer, part time educator
and sometimes antiques exporter who lives on
the banks of the River Kwai in Kanchanaburi,
Thailand. His first novel The Black Gentlemen of
Trong Suan just went into a second edition and is
available at Amazon and he blogs at
somchaisapprentice.blogspot.com.
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Meeah Williams

In their hands by the hips
did they grip us
and limp we fought not
not what
not anything
they aimed it not straight
to the heart of us
the bullseye we freely abandoned
the empty doorway
where who watched us would watch us
as if they could find us
when was the last time
we asked who’s there
the last time we cared the last time
we said anything worth saying
out loud we learned
we lost faith
this antennae of static
we raised
this buzz for our prayer
this paper nest
light as a soul
we washed our hands
in the wasps of it all
we aren’t numb
we are free

In Their
Hands
By the Hips

Aural Examination

Listen to Meeah’
s
poem performed
by Tiger Gilliam

Tiger Gilliam is a Wyoming
bred East Coast grown
singer-songwriter currently
drifting through in the Midwest. She believes in every
story there is a song, and
avidly writes music to avoid
therapy. She plays the keys,
a few chords on the ukulele and will someday be a
world-renowned mediocre
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&
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S

ome nights when I can’t sleep, I carve
stories and poems into the walls with a
chipped-off piece of the white material that
cages us. They are inspired by the altered realities I experience while asleep. These realities are created by drugs dissolved in the
water. There are no pills, so it has to be the
water. What other explanation could there
be? I mean, I haven’t had a normal dream
since I arrived here twelve years ago, and the
dreams always seem to happen right after I
drink the water they give me every night in
a paper cup. You might not believe me when
I say this, but I actually look forward to the
dreams. In the dreams, I’m always floating
in a Sea of Black with all these bubbles containing different realities I can enter and
participate in. More often than not, the bubble-realities are better than my waking reality. At least they inspire me to write, unlike
the puzzles and mazes they put me through
all day.
Tonight will be one of my writing nights.
I dig out the sharp piece of white stuff from
under my mattress and carve an anecdote I
thought of today:
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“Getting up and waking up are two different things.”
I like it, I decide.
I glance at the digital clock embedded
in the wall: 10:04, it says. I don’t feel tired yet,
so I continue to scribble. Maybe I’ll write a
little bit about the history of my being in this
place in case someone new ever moves into
this room, so they will be able to know who
I was and where I came from. Hopefully by
reading it, they won’t feel as alone as I did.
Here goes.
The last memory I have of my parents
is an ugly one. They have just dropped me
off at this place and it is time for them to
leave. Dad is peeling Mom away from the
door. She is hysterical and in tears. Her sobs
become quieter and quieter as Dad drags her
out of the building. Then I am all alone.
Before the tears can come, two ladies in
green uniforms lead me through a big white
rectangle and undress me. They take me to
a room where a hundred other naked boys
are huddled together. A voice on the loud-

speaker says there is going to be a mandatory shower. The hot water stings my skin, and
the steam makes me thirsty.
After the shower, they dress me in an olive green shirt and pants and lead me to the
intake room. After they measure my height
and weight and examine my body, they
show me to my living space. The tiny room
has white walls, a bed, toilet, sink, washtub,
mirror and clock. I never see any of the other boys again. Where do they keep them? I
wonder about this for years afterward. They
have to be here somewhere.
I don’t sleep at all the first night. It takes
all the strength I have to keep from crying,
from thinking about home. Then, before
I know it, the morning buzzer farts in my
ear like a fire alarm. A lady with rotten fish
breath enters my room. She fits me with a
black vest and walks me to the Central Area.
There, waiting for me, are bins of blocks.
Blocks! I’m excited. This is going to be fun
after all. I dig my arms into the bins, grab
handfuls of blocks and listen to the clack,
clack sounds as they fall. Then an image of a
block tower appears on a screen across from

me. The voice on the loudspeaker tells me to
build a tower just like the one shown within
ten minutes. I try my best to do what it says,
but I don’t get it right in time. Something
stings me like a million bees and I fall to the
ground crying. The voice tells me to rebuild
the tower.
“It hurts,” I sob.
Another burst of pain. I feel warm urine
pooling beneath me.
“Rebuild the tower!” The voice commands.
“No!”
More bee stings.
This goes on for hours until I finally realize that if I do what they say and do it as
fast as possible, there won’t be as much pain.
Then, finally! I get the blocks in the
right order within the time limit...but then
it’s on to the next assignment.
“The next assignment?” I pout and
stomp my feet.
If I whine or throw a tantrum when I’m
supposed to be putting shapes into holes,
they shock me. If I stop listening when they
want me to find a red triangle at the end of a
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maze, they put me on lockdown.
Lockdown is where they hold you
down, wrap you up like a mummy and stick
a tube up your nose and down your throat
that hurts and makes you cough and choke
every time they do it. Then they pull your
pants down, swab your penis and behind
with something cold and slide tubes in that
hurt even worse. Then they bring you to
a closet, hang you on a hook, turn off the
lights, lock the door and leave you there until you stop crying. When you’ve been good
long enough they let you out. If you’re only
pretending to be good, they know right away
and send you back to lockdown. They know
because they monitor your thoughts and actions with hidden cameras and sensors.
Over the course of the next twelve years,
I learn that there is no use in fighting. Doing
what they say and enduring the shocks is a
much better alternative than getting tubes
shoved up your nose, dick and asshole. Having reached age sixteen, I’ve become conditioned enough by the constant trial and error
to do exactly what they say and to do it right
the first time. Even now, with hair on my

pits and privates, I don’t always get it right
the first time. When that happens, which it
sometimes does, I bash my head against the
walls over and over and over. I can usually get in about five good bashes before they
discover I’m self-injuring and either shock
me or put me on lockdown. It’s not as if they
care about my physical wellbeing. They don’t
give a shit about that; they just don’t tolerate
any behavior outside of the Code of Conduct. The Code of Conduct is as follows:
1. All tasks must be completed within the allotted time.
2. All clients will receive eight hours
of sleep or leisure time.
3. Engaging in any activity other
than assigned tasks during allotted time will
result in punishment.
What the Code doesn’t say is that we
are rewarded for completing these tasks
with food and water. This makes me wonder; what is the importance of all this? What
purpose does this facility serve? Perhaps it
has something to do with the drugs they

give us; the drugs that cause those bizarre
dreams. Could they be testing the effects of
the drugs by making us run mazes and solve
puzzles? Are the dreams induced intentionally or are they just side effects? What do
these drugs really do? Maybe they’re doing
it for no reason at all. Maybe the people who
run this place are just a bunch of dicks who
find pleasure in using their arbitrary authority to torture us.
As I put down my writing implement,
I notice the familiar feeling of a switch being turned off in my brain. Sleep will soon
be upon me. I yawn. Tonight I’ll have good
dreams, nothing grotesque or horrific.
I find myself in the Sea of Black again.
I’m dreaming, I realize. As always, the Sea
is tasteless and odorless. Bubbles, some of
them larger than houses, appear at the fringes of my peripheral vision. One of them contains a gingerbread house on top of a hill of
powdered sugar. In another, a young soldier
is lying on a cot. Flies are swarming around
a spear of bone jutting out of his leg. A sec50

ond soldier is pouring whiskey down his
throat and a third is sharpening a hacksaw
on a slab of stone.
Yikes! I swim as fast as I can away from
that one.
Some of the others, however, look quite
desirable. There’s one in which a bunch of
cartoon characters are racing go-karts on
the surface of a glazed donut. In another, a
nude woman is lying on a couch and a man,
also nude, is serenading her with his basso
voice. There’s even one where a talk show
host is doing tricks on a pogo stick. Every
member of the audience has his face and
they are spraying the air with silly string! I
can’t help but chuckle. There are a lot of crazy bubbles in this area. I see one with a dog
eating brownies out of the hands of a mime
with the eyes of a fly. What the hell? A bunch
of bombs falling on a sepia-toned landscape
superimposed with footage of a hooded man
laughing? I shudder. I think it’s time to move
on to a different region.
After swimming awhile and seeing
nothing, I sense a new one about to rise from
the depths. Call it a sixth sense, but some-

thing tells me this one is going to be good.
As the bubble surfaces, I gaze through
its glossy skin. It contains image of me seated
in a plush chair staring at a television screen.
A bag of corn chips is crumpled up on my
lap and my chest is dusted with crumbs. A
lazy afternoon of doing nothing but watching TV and eating corn chips? I grin devilishly. Sounds like the best afternoon anyone
could ask for.
I swim up to it, extend my right leg and
dip my toes in. Then my foot, leg and entire
body gets pulled in as if the bubble has its
own gravity. I’ll never get used to the feeling
of the membrane sealing around my head.
The air inside is stuffy like someone
had just jerked off and fallen asleep during
a porno movie. I settle into the chair and
reach for the remote control and the chips.
Before I can press a button or bring a handful of chips to my mouth, ribbons of coarse
material wrap themselves around me. I
struggle against the straps, but they’re too
tight. I can’t breathe. I scream for help but I
can’t hear my own voice. A pair of mechanical claws emerge from somewhere behind

my head and hook themselves beneath my
eyelids, prying them open. Thankfully the
claws drip with some sort of saline solution
to keep my eyeballs moist. If I wasn’t under
such stress, I would remark as to how cleverly this device was designed. The TV clicks
on; its antennae quivering like the feelers of
a chrome cockroach. To my disdain, it’s reruns of Seinfeld again. This happens sometimes. The drugs take something that would
seem benign and harmless and turn it into a
torturous, hellish experience.
Seeing George Costanza shove shrimp
in his mouth for the eleventh time, Jerry make his six hundredth joke about sex
or airline peanuts, Elaine does her autistic
shaman dance and Kramer bursts through
Jerry’s apartment door on an endless loop, I
come to realize that this is the only reality I
will ever know.
After twenty years or eight hours of intertwining situational comedy plotlines segmented by slap-bass and the forced laughter of the studio audience, morning arrives.
The clock on the device sitting below the TV
says 7:30, but to me, time has ceased to exist.
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Seinfeld has ended and Everybody Loves Raymond has come on in its place. The actors and
sets are different, the plots are different, but
the mechanical laughter of the studio audience remains the same. Thirty five years gets
crunched into half an hour. Time becomes
a neutron star so dense that it slurps off my
skin like whipped cream through a straw. My
body becomes the chair, the chair crumbles
into dust, the dust disperses throughout the
Sea and the Sea collapses in on itself, revealing the fact that it is simply another bubble
within a larger, much emptier Sea.
As my mind disassembles itself in an attempt to comprehend the void and the voids
within voids beyond those voids, the world
flickers off with that strange sound analog
TVs make when the screen goes blank. The
claws release themselves from my eyes and
the straps retreat back into the chair. I rub
my stinging eyes and massage the sore spots
on my lap and torso where the straps had
dug into me. Chips are scattered all over the
place and the bag is nowhere to be found,
but I am finally free to leave the bubble.
Sometimes, I feel like these bubbles aren’t

just fragments of my subconThirty five years gets crunched into half
scious floating up from some
unknown depth. Sometimes, I an hour. Time becomes a neutron star so
am truly convinced that what- dense that it slurps off my skin like whipped
ever reality the drugs tell my cream through a straw. My body becomes
brain is real becomes my reality.
the chair, the chair crumbles into dust, the
I feel a gurgle rise from my
belly. Maybe I can find a bub- dust disperses throughout the Sea and the
ble with some food in it. I swim Sea collapses in on itself, revealing the fact
toward the edge of the little that it is simply another bubble within a
room where I can see the outlarger, much emptier Sea.
er surface of an iridescent bubble wavering. I stick my hand
ed rattling so loudly that I thought I might
through, then my arm, shoulder and head. go deaf. For weeks afterward, all I could hear
The membrane feels cool against my neck during my waking hours was the metallic
and upper torso, like I’m bathing in a pool clanging of those keys, a noise like migraine
of spring water. I wriggle myself free of the hallucinations of metal rakes scraping my
bubble’s gravity and begin to search for one brain. Never again, I told myself. It’s just not
containing either food or at the very least worth it. I do an about-face and swim toward
something interesting.
a different bubble teetering on the edge of
Awhile later, I come across a section of my left periphery.
the Sea that I recognize. This is where those
I do the breast stroke for what feels like
jingling keys are, the ones that surround a hours without finding food. Finally I reach
certain bubble I’ve been trying to get to for a bubble that seems intriguing enough. The
years. Those damn keys. I shudder. The one object it contains is an ornately-adorned,
time I almost made it to there, the keys start- golden vacuum cleaner with “Dirt Devil”
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stenciled on the bag in blue ink. My gut is
growling, but this is too interesting a find to
pass up. I simply must have this device for
myself.
I stick my fingers into the bubble and
savor the cool, watery texture of the membrane. Then I insert my hand, my arm, and
suddenly my whole body is sucked in and
the outer surface seals behind me with a little
boop! I contemplate the golden work of art
before me. The bag is woven from silk, and
the head is solid gold and studded with sapphires and lapis lazuli. I examine the cord,
also gold, and notice that the silver prongs
have been unplugged from the wall. Out of
pure curiosity, I insert the prongs into the
outlet and press the ruby button on the side
of the head. The vacuum roars to life, and
in an instant, I regret having activated the
thing. Its suction is so powerful that it swallows the bubble and me along with it.
Buzzing hornets assault my left ear. I
swat at them, but they don’t go away. A horizontal white line splits the Sea in two. The
line thickens and the blackness retreats like
twin curtains. Beneath the curtains are the

familiar whiteness of the Room and the red
glow of the Clock. It is 7:30 in the morning
and the buzzer is sounding. My bed is damp
with sweat and I’m still here in the facility.
Fuck! There is a crusty bagel in the slot next
to the door and I have only ten minutes to
eat it before it is time to run mazes and solve
puzzles. I throw off the covers, leap over to
the slot, wolf down my breakfast and chase
it with some funny-tasting tap water.
Peering at my face in the tiny mirror
above the sink, I see that it looks the same as
always. My ears and nose remind me of my
parents. My eyes are cerulean like the water
of the pond they used to take me to when
I was little. That pond was where some of
my first memories took place. With a sigh,
I recall how we splashed and laughed and
played Marco Polo and how the water-jumpers hopped right onto land and ate crackers
from our hands. At the end of those long
summer days we’d sit together on a grassy
embankment and watch the sun setting behind the hills, molten and red like a coin
thrown into a fire.
One night on the car ride home, I re-

member catching a glimpse of my father’s
eyes in the rear-view mirror. He seemed to
be gazing at something far-off. What he said
to me then gives me the chills to this day.
He said, “It won’t always be like this.”
My lower lip is trembling. I swallow
what feels like a dry marble in my throat.
I turn on the faucet and splash a handful
of cold water on my face. “I’ve got to keep
plugging.” A droplet forms on the tip of my
nose and falls into the sink. “That’s what Dad
would have said if he was here.”
The puzzles are as difficult as ever today. I solve one in which I have to raise and
lower the water levels of three separate tanks
in order to achieve equilibrium. Next, I’m
told to reorder a jumbled mosaic of a man
wearing a suit and to direct a laser beam toward a statue by repositioning mirrors. After
that, they have me stack fifty-pound blocks
to form a tower high enough to reach a hole
into which I am to deposit the egg of a chickipede without cracking it.
Finally, after zig-zagging down the
home stretch of a maze filled with guillotines
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and lava pits, I reach the goalpost, a flashing
neon panel with a red button. I press the button and the panel speaks in a salesman-like
voice.
“Congratulations, you have just passed
your four thousand, one hundred and fortieth trial! Your complimentary sandwich and
mineral water are waiting for you in the slot
to your left. Have a nice day.”
I snatch the sandwich and Styrofoam
cup from the slot. A motor whirs and the
panel folds back up into the ceiling. Today it’s a tunasaur sandwich. Dee-licious! I
pinch my nose, down the sandwich in two
bites and chug the water. After twelve years
of eating this crap, I have successfully conditioned away my gag reflex.
On the way to the next Trial Area, I
think about what sort of bubble dreams I’ll
have tonight. Lately it’s been harder to tell
which reality is real; the white one with the
puzzles and electric shocks, or the ones encased in those bubbles floating in blackness.
I may even be in a bubble right now and not
know it. Once you’re in the Labyrinth, I suppose, sleeping and waking bubble-realities

become impossible to distinguish between.
Bbbbbrrrraaaaapppp! The buzzer derails my train of thought. The salesman voice
says there’s been a change in my schedule. I
am to report to Trial Area Ω immediately.
When I get there, I am briefed for my
next assignment. I am to run a maze in less
than five minutes while avoiding spongy
orbs fired at me from hidden cannons. If an
orb touches me or if I fail to reach the goalpost in time, I will be punished and required
to start over. Okay! I spring to my feet, hop
up and down, stretch and shake loose my
arms and legs. It’ll be just like all the other
times. I can do this.
The starting gate opens and I take off
sprinting, dodging orbs on all sides, leaping
over ones rolling along the floor and ducking and tumbling to avoid ones coming from
above. I flail my arms and act drunk, trying
to make my movements as unpredictable as
possible. I jerk to the left. Whoa! I do a somersault. Missed me! I lunge to the right. Haha!
Spastic bursts of energy. Whoops! Not out of
breath yet. Oh, shit! Almost there. Oh God!
I can do this. I turn a corner. Bamf! An orb

collides with the back of my head, knocking
me to the floor.
“Fuck!”
No.
This can’t be happening.
I’m on the ground. The shocks are
singeing my body hair.
It hurts.
Fuck.
I failed.
How could I have failed?
I’m too old for this.
I grunt and rise shakily to my feet. I
can’t let them see me cry.
Too late. I’m crying.
I see two female staffers, a brunette
and a blonde, bounding down the hall with
mummy wrap and cath-tube in hand.
No, no, no, this isn’t what’s happening,
this isn’t what’s happening.
“I didn’t mean for this to happen!” I yell
down the corridor at them.
“Get down on the ground!” the brunette shouts.
“No!” My face is burning hot. “There’s
no way I could’ve avoided that orb!”
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They flank me.
“You gotta let me do it over. Please! I’ll
get it right this time, I swear!”
They’re looking at me as if I’m livestock.
Something compels me to swing at the
brunette. I miss and she bars my arms in a
full nelson while the blonde spikes my arm
with a syringe.
I holler and try to wrestle myself free,
but I should know better. Resistance just
makes them squeeze tighter.
They bring me to the ground.
“All right, now, you know the drill,” says
the blonde, “we’re gonna cath you okay?” as
if I’m not aware of the pain that is coming.
“No!” I sputter, saliva leaping from my
mouth.
The brunette holds my arms while the
blonde, pinning my legs with hers slides
down my olive-greens. My flaccid penis
pops out and flops to the side. I watch her
eyes as she studies it.
“I’m gonna apply some cool gel and
you’ll feel uncomfortable for about ten seconds, okay? And once we get your cath, feeding tube and colostomy set up, we’ll bring

you to lockdown where you’ll be nice and
comfortable, sound good?”
My brain sends an impulse to trigger
an erection as she swabs me with cool gel,
but I can’t seem to get it up with the catheter
looming.
“Here it comes, ready, 1…2…”
On three I nearly bite my tongue as pure
pain snakes its way up my urethra. My toes
curl, my fingers seize, yet, I am somehow
able to find a sort of masochistic pleasure in
this. Thankfully, the effects of the injection
kick in by the time they insert the butt and
nose tubes. I’m in a complete daze as they
tighten the mummy straps around my body
and wheel me to the lockdown closet where
I’ll hang there like an IV bag, dripping piss
and shit for two, maybe three weeks.
After what feels like formless, interminable eons of screaming and drooling on
myself in the darkness, something suddenly
clicks. I feel okay. In fact, I come up with a
great idea for a story. The story would begin
with a specific image; that of a boy cradling
a guinea pig in the hem of his shirt. Perhaps

the guinea pig would represent me and the
boy would be a knight-in-shining-armor
carrying me to freedom. With a guinea pig
brain, I wouldn’t be able to see the big picture.
My immediate concerns would be my entire
world. I would be scared, aware that I was
being taken somewhere, but not sure where,
how or why. What would happen when the
boy releases me into the wild? I’d probably
get eaten by a coyotebear or ringsnake.
That’s when something dawns on me.
Something I had never considered before.
Could it be that the world Outside is even
more fucked up than it is in here? Could
this facility actually be protecting us from
some greater evil that lies Outside? Maybe.
But who‘s to know? Certainly not me. Like a
guinea pig, I’m probably incapable of wrapping my brain around it. At least guinea pigs
have the luxury of a short lifespan. How long
have I lived here? Twelve, maybe thirteen
years? That’s like three guinea pig lifetimes
back-to-back. Guinea pigs have it so easy,
and they’re fluffy and adorable. Not like me.
At this point, I probably look and smell like
a dead body. Perhaps I am a dead body.
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I glance at my right hand to make sure
I’m not dead. It’s veiny and spotted as if it
belongs to a person quadruple my age.
“Wait a minute.” I open and close my
fingers and wave my arm. “I can move again!”
Something about the darkness seems different.
That must mean I’m…
Once again immersed in the Sea, I notice that it is unusually empty. Where are all
the bubbles? I scan my environment, but all
I see is blackness. Come on, bubbles. If I can
find a bubble, I can at least be somewhere
other than the Sea, which is too much like
the closet for my taste.
I thrash around like crazy trying to
make bubbles appear, but nothing happens.
I stop moving and let my chin droop to my
chest. I suppose I can float here in peace until I have to wake up and face true darkness.
As I lift my head to wipe away the tears,
I see something; a faint dot in the distance.
Could it be? Am I saved? I start to swim
frantically but realize I have to conserve my
strength in order to reach my far-off goal.
The bubbles I encounter along the way

are few and far between. There seem to be
only clusters of little ones filled with spiders,
chocolate wedding cakes, dust bunnies and
other pointless objects. What kinds of drugs
did they put in my feedbag? I continue to
swim, reminding myself that if I get tired, I
can simply float there in empty space. It’s not
as if there’s any bottom to plummet to.
I swim and swim until I’m out of
breath, every now and then passing a bubble
with a ceiling fan or baby doll in it. Something about these bubbles feels uncanny and
wrong. They remind me of insects and cancer, tooth shavings and white-hot electricity
dancing beneath my eyelids as I’m waking
up from a nightmare.
“Nope!” I shake my head violently.
“Not thinking about that.” I push the bizarre
images out of my head and focus all of my
awareness on the bubble I’m swimming toward.
I count the movements of my shoulder
muscles. 1…2…3… When I reach one hundred and eight, I look up. My target is now
the size of a fruit. I can even make out colors
within it; green, blue, the deepest, most vi-

brant red I’ve ever seen. Somehow these colors seem familiar. I feel my earlier anxieties
give way to resolve. I swim onward, motivated by the stunning array of colors within that holy globule. I will reach that bubble
even if it takes fifteen years!
I continue to pass other bubbles, most
of which contain either clods of soap scum,
hair, or nothing at all. Not even gonna look. I
breathe in through my nose and out through
my mouth. Just gotta keep swimming. I’m
only a fish trying to find its school. I’ve always wanted to go to school. Perhaps there’s
a school in the bubble up ahead.
I pass one with a little red-haired boy
spinning the wheels of a toy truck. That’s
cute. I laugh a little, but feel the emptiness
beginning to return. At any rate, I can’t get
distracted. I have to keep moving.
I swim and swim and swim some more.
After seeing nothing but rocks and rusty
pipes, I feel doubt trying to pull me down
again. Time for another break. I relax and
let myself just float there. I wish I could find
one with some food or water in it. I’d kill for
water that isn’t laced with chemicals.
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The more I swim, the bigger the bubble
gets. My muscles ache, but the mystery of
that bubble and its brilliant colors keeps me
moving. I train my eyes on it like laser beams.
It is the center of my Universe. There, I will
find what I’ve been looking for all this time.
If I can reach it maybe I can escape from this
facility, deposit my consciousness into another pocket of reality far from the puzzles,
mazes, drugs, punishments and mind control. It doesn’t matter if my body becomes
an inert lump and they have put it in cold
storage. They can chop it up into a thousand
pieces for all I care. The ‘me’ that matters
will be free; free from the constraints of the
physical realm, free from medicine, doctors
and the powers-that-be, free to exist in an
ideal world full of light and laughter and
snuggling in blankets. Inside that bubble I
will find Heaven; I will shed the darkness
like old skin. I will stand beneath the Throne
of God, unafraid and willing to accept His
love, ready to be enraptured by white wings.
I swim with all my might. Details of the
far-off bubble’s contents are coming into focus. There is water, grass, a sunset and hills.

There are three people swimming in the water.
Oh my God…
I feel as though my heart has stopped.
Could it be?
If this bubble is showing what I think it
is, then what awaits me is better than I ever
could have imagined.
I squint and scrutinize every little detail just to be sure.
Yes, there is no doubt. It has to be.
It is the pond where my parents and I
fed the water-jumpers when I was a kid.
There it is! The holiest of my holy memories is right there, floating toward me in a
bubble just like any other. I’m so close I can
feel the coolness of the water and the warmth
of the sunlight on the back of my neck. I can
even smell the piney scent of Dad’s cologne
as he holds me against his chest. My heart
leaps and my whole body flushes with joy
and excitement, but the bubble pops and I
hear the sound of jingling keys.
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Sunday
Secret
John Vicary

T

he sun hadn’t risen before Joanie poured
her first cup of coffee and settled into the
corner spot of the couch. A lifetime of waking early meant that Sundays were the same;
she could no sooner sleep late on a weekend
than she could through the beeping of her
insistent alarm come Monday morning. Ingrained habits were a pain sometimes, she
thought, the rising steam in her mug displacing with her sigh.
Sundays were Joanie’s favorite day of
the week. It was the time she set aside for
being lazy. It started while she read PostSecret, a guilty pleasure, then she answered the
e-mails that had accrued over the week. That
was not quite as much fun, but still a necessary task. Her sister texted her daily, but
her mother wanted a full accounting of her
time to check and make sure that she was
all right. Joanie rubbed her face and tried to
remember what her sister always reminded
her: Their mother always meant well.
Joanie pushed aside that thought and
booted up the computer, waited for the password encryption and then clicked the tab
for her bookmarks menu. A trill of happi-

ness bubbled up as her page loaded. She was
determined to enjoy her Sunday Secrets.
The first postcard was written in childish script with a glitter pen. It was a silly secret
about walking around naked. Joanie smiled.
The next three were about sex. The third one
was a sad secret. Joanie read it over twice,
then another time. She could see the pain in
the dips and swirls of the pen; she imagined
that the person had difficulty as they started, then hesitated, to write their burden to
strangers. Joanie swallowed and wondered
if the person was a man or a woman. There
was no way to tell from the handwriting.
The next secret was computer-printed,
one looked like Joanie’s own writing and the
one after that was done by hand with breathtaking skill. The secret itself was bland, but it
was bracketed by a pencil sketch of a man’s
face that made Joanie stop and stare for several minutes.
The scrollbar was almost at the bottom,
and Joanie knew she was coming to the end
of the posting for the week. She tried to savor them, but she wished they could go on
forever. It always seemed as if there were
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enough secrets in the world to last that long.
At first the variety had stunned her: there
were funny secrets and uplifting ones, sad
ones and lonely ones. At first, she had read
to peer into the minds of anonymous strangers, but after a time she realized that all the
secrets were the same. People were searching
for acceptance. They were more alike underneath than they thought. They posted things
out of fear and the need to be heard. It made
Joanie feel closer to people as she
went about her day. That, more
than anything else, had helped
her heal.
The last secret of the week
was on a plain postcard in stark
block lettering. Joanie read it,
but she didn’t understand it. The
words didn’t make sense. Her coffee was long-cold in the cup, her
telephone ringing, when Joanie
knew she’d been staring, unblinking, at those block letters as the
whole day had gone by without
her.
“Ma? Yes, I’m here. I just

didn’t hear the phone. I’m fine. Everything’s
fine.” Joanie took a shuddering breath. “No,
I’m good. I haven’t been crying. No, I am
not having a bad day. How are you?” Joanie closed her eyes, but the letters were still
there, burning into her lids. The secret suddenly made sense: Everyone who knew me
before 9/11 believes I’m dead.
Joanie shook her head, but the words
wouldn’t leave. She realized her mother had

stopped talking, but she had no idea what
the conversation had been about. “Sorry,
Ma, I didn’t hear that.”
“Joanie. I’m worried. You don’t sound
good. Are you depressed? Anyone would be.
They have meds for that, you know.”
Annoyance flared in Joanie’s chest. “I’m
fine, Ma. I don’t need meds. I just couldn’t
hear you. Listen, I have to go.”
“Promise me you’ll call if you need to
talk.”
“I promise, Ma.” Joanie couldn’t wait to hang up the
phone. “Thanks for calling. Bye.”
“I love you, honey.”
“I love you, too. Bye.” Joanie disconnected just before a sob
burst from her throat. She’d been
doing so well for so long now!
She hadn’t thought of him at all
recently — the ten-year anniversary had been hard, of course.
She had vowed not to watch any
of the coverage on television, but
it was impossible not to see some
of it. People talked about it every61

where. Not as much as they had in the early
days, of course, and not as much as they had
in the city. Joanie had swallowed her heart
and kept her head down. She didn’t look up
for a year afterward.
She guessed she was lucky not to have a
baby; some of those women did. There was a
lot of talk about how strong they were. Joanie
couldn’t imagine that. She would talk to him
in the dark. She still did. She wasn’t as strong
as other women, she knew, who picked up
and moved on and lived life.
After the breakdown she knew she had
to leave. She couldn’t stay there, she couldn’t,
not with all those reminders. Then there was
the monument. His name was there, carved
on a wall. She could walk right up and touch
it if she wanted. Maybe someday she would.
But not today, and not any day soon.
Everyone who knew me before 9/11 believes I’m dead.
Joanie scrubbed her face and grabbed
her laptop from where it had fallen onto the
floor. The image of the postcard was still

there. She touched the screen and traced
the letters. Was it him? Would it be better or
worse if it was?
The letters were plain and careful, with
no hint of identity to be gleaned. Joanie
traced them all day but she couldn’t tell who
made them. They were just lines on a page.
That night she had the nightmares
again. The tower kept crumbling, over and
over, and all the bodies that fell were him.
She woke up screaming.
Joanie dressed with trembling fingers before she stepped out to face the day.
She saw him first at a red light; he was in
the car next to hers. Her heart leapt in her
chest when she recognized the way his hair
dipped over his forehead. A car behind her
honked and the man drove off, but she could
see that it wasn’t him after all, that his hair
wasn’t quite right. It had been a trick of the
light.
She saw him again on the corner, waiting for the crosswalk. The jut of his chin was
unmistakable. Joanie’s breath caught, but he
turned his head and it was clear that the man
looked nothing like him.

Joanie saw him all day: in the street and
once getting on an elevator. She was so sure
it was him that she chased him down, only to
find that the man in question wasn’t even a
man, but a woman with close-cropped hair.
Joanie pulled her cell phone out and dialed
her sister. “Lisa? I think I’m losing it.”
There was silence for a moment. “What
happened, Joan?”
“I keep seeing Brett everywhere. I
chased down some poor lady just now because I thought it was him.” Joanie snuffled.
“What if he’s out there, Lisa? I need him to
come home.”
“I know. But he isn’t going to come
home. He’s gone, Joan. You have to accept
it.” Lisa sighed.
“I read something, though. What if he’s
out there? What if I just have to find him?”
Joanie started sobbing. “I don’t even have his
wedding ring, Lise. I don’t have anything.”
“Yes, you do. You have your memories. And you have your love. You know in
your heart that he isn’t anywhere else in this
world, Joanie. Stop tormenting yourself like
this. Brett died that day. It’s horrible, but it’s
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true. He was buried in the rubble, and you
need to stop believing anything else. It’s been
eleven years. Can you try to accept that he’s
gone?” Lisa asked.
Joanie took a deep breath. “Of course,
you’re right. I’m being so silly. It just gets to
me sometimes. It’s been a long time, I should
be over all of this by now. This is ridiculous!”
“It’s not ridiculous. Of course it’s hard!
I just worry about you,” Lisa said.
“I’m fine. I just had a moment of insanity,” Joanie said. “You’ve been a big help.
Thank you so much.”
“Are you sure?” Lisa asked. She sounded tinny and far away through the phone.
“I’m very sure. I’m lucky to have you,”
Joanie said. “Thanks, Sis.”
“No thanks necessary. Let’s get together
soon, okay?”
“Absolutely.” Joanie said as she hung up.

Lisa meant well, but she didn’t understand.
There was a person out there with a secret. A
secret on white paper in black block letters.
That secret was pain and hope and guilt all
shouting at her from across the void of years.
Logic didn’t dictate here. Only chance ruled.
And chance said that Brett could be alive.
Maybe he’d forgotten where he lived. Maybe he’d sustained a trauma. The possibilities
were endless, and Joanie had to keep searching. She wouldn’t let herself forget him, no
matter what she said to Lisa.
That man over there, the one just turning the corner, it looked just like him. Joanie
got to her feet to see if it was. She would find
him someday; it was just a matter of time.
A/N: I read a blog every Sunday called, indeed, PostSecret! It is as I described it in the
story, but one secret that has stuck with me

for years now is the very one I wrote about. It
is, as true to it as I can remember, as I penned
it to be. Of course, the rest of the story is fiction, but I always wondered about that particular secret, both for the person who wrote
it and for the scores of people who were bound
to have read it and might have wondered if it
was their loved one. Made me sad for people
out there.
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Longest Hours, Midnight Circus, Something’s
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